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killed In a battle between Mexfederals and Zapatistas at Tpx- j lian July 4,
according to Captain
O'Neill of the British steamer Bloom-- I
field, w hich ararived here lte yester
day. He said tne iereis reurea aner
exhausting their ammunition, Casualties were light.

200

Iran

ROOSEVELTS IN CHICAGO
Chicago, July, 8 Theodore Roosevelt, accompanied by his sons Archibald and Quentin, spent an hour in
Chicago today 'before procedineg on
their trip to Arizona.
The colonel's' first stop will be at
Deming, N. M. He plans to visit the
Grand Canyon of the Colorado and to
study the habits of the Hopl Indians.
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BESEIGERS
ARE
THE JUAREZ
THREE DAYS' MARCH FROM
THE BORDER TOWN

Rochester, N. Y., July 8. It wan ex- pected Denver would be selected by
.j the
Grand lodge B. P. O. E. for the
j 1914
reunion and that Atlanta, Ga.,
Ga., would throw her support to the
western city foregoing her claims un
til 1916.
A victory for the regular organization ticket in the grand lodge was
conceded when it became known today
that of the 3,000 votes represented on
the floor the so called "Insurgents"
section could muster only
This lnuicated the election of Edward
I.each or' New York as grand exalted
ruler. The report of Grand Exalted
.."euetaiy Robertson showed a total
membership on April 1, of 408,281 an
increase of 32,1188 for the year and 12
new lodges.
Total assets May 31
amounted to $."00,322 and liabilities
$10,07.
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HE IS 40 MILES EAST OF JUAREZ
AND WAITING FOR VALLA
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ELECERIFY WIRE BARRICADES
IS TO BE SUPPLIED BY
AMERICAN POWER

PLANT AT EL PASO

t

El Paso, Tex.; JWy 8. Pancho
Villa and 1,200 rebel troops were
still at Ascension, three days march
from Juarez, awaiting field pieces
from Agua Prieta on Monday afternoon, according to advices to Gen.
Hugh L. Scott, commanding the American border patrol.
Scattered about Villa were various
commands of subordinates with about
800 men. These are m addition to
the 700 men of Toribio Ortega, at
Guadalupe, 40 miles east of Juarez.
Villa explained to Americans was
passed through his camp and later reported' Miltari of. General Scott of
Palomas, N. M, that he happened
to have force sufficiently large and
powerful to take Juarez without a
fight when he was ready to attack.
The Juarez commanders do not appear to be inclined to give up without a fight, however, for today they
resumed building fortifications and
stringing barbed wire, which is to be
charged with electric current from
the El Paso plant., which also supplies Juarez. A guard of thirteen
American soldiers has been placed
over the American plant to prevent
harm to it from reoel sources.
Americans who have been In the
vicinity of Guadalupe report that Ortega has a prescribed list of federal
sympathizers in that section and, that
as fast as they are caught they are
being executed.
To Starve Guaymas Out.
Nogales, Ariz., July 8. Starvation

and artillery are tne lorces upon
which the constitutionalists are depending to obtain the ultimate
of the federals at Guaymas,
accodding to Gen. John C. Cabral of
the insurgent forces, who with his
staff and Thomas Dean, mecaniclan
for Dider Masson, the French aviator
allied with the rebels, reached
late last night from the
gulf port.
Cabral said he expected Guaymas
to capitulate at any hour as the constitutionalists were doing deadly work
with their artillery and were aided
in their attack by hunger of the federals, whose supplies of provisions
and ammunition were practica'ily ex
hausted.
Cabral declared the report that federal gunboats at Guaymas has joined
the constitutionalists was baseless.
The constitutionalist officer left today for Cananea.
Bur-rend-

No-gal-

Arreola Is in Jail.
San Diego, Cal., July 8. Andres Arreola, lieutenant to Lerdo Gonzales,
and his band of Mexican .irregulars
who summarily executed four Americans at Alamo, Lower California,
thdee years ago during the revolutionary troubles, is in the county
jail here awaiting deportation to Mazatlan.
Arreola was deported from San
DJego jast year.
Troops Prepare.

Douglas, Ariz., July 8. Troops stationed in Arizona made ready today,
in pursuance to instructions, to go
to El Paso for service during the expected attack on Juarez by the MexiA
machine
can
constitutionalists.
gun platoon and four troops of the
Ninth cavalry stationed here and five
troops of the Fifth eava'iry stationed

Is in Arizona..
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"A system

Whenever the committee
disapproved of something he said
Lamar immediately agreed with the
objector, to the great amusement of
the audience. The committee finally
decided to hold Lamar strictly to an- swering questions. He testified he
had told Lauterbach- - that Senator
Stone had authorized him to make
certain representations to the Morgan firm and had torn Lauterbach
that Senatod Stone said he represented Speaker Clark.
Lauterbach had testified that all
his information about Senator Stone
and Speaker Clark had come from
Lamar.
Under a sharp fire of quetions Lamar insisted that his only object was
to bring about "just such a situation
"I am the
as this investigation."
one viliain In Wall street," said La
mar bitterly. "All the rest ade ac-- ,
tuated by the highest motives and
possess the highest ideals."
Lamar declared the whole thing
was a "major 'Wall street operation!
in-- j
traveling on parallel lines.," and
Crawas
"after"
he
Ledyard,
sisted
vath, Evarts, Lovett and the Morgan
steel trust, Union Pacific and other
interests, and wanted to fodce them
to an open attack.
"Tt was a favorite method of mlnej
for producing an explosion when I
wanted one," he added.

that bases the selection quently.

of teachers upon the bare ability to
answer set questions is vicious," said
Mr. Campbell. - "And it is time to
question the wisdom, of classifying
your children by herds.
Lee F. Hanmer of Russell Sage
Foundation gave facts about school
house evening centers as a paying
community investment. He pointed
out that students of corrective agencies claim that 80 per cent of all misdemeanors occur between the hours
of 6 p. m. and 11 p. m. and showed
how the school house evening center
is beig made a strong counter Influence by occupying this free time of
the people with wholesome activities.
Mr. Hanmer described a center in
actual operaton. and eave in detail
the money cost of this new line of
education at work, which totaled for
the year throughout the United States
33S centers operated at an expense
of $139,535. In 1912, he said 101 cities
curled on some form of evening cen- ter work.

JACK LONDON OPERATED ON
Oakland. Calif., July 8. Jack London, the well known author, was operated upon for appendictls at a hospital here this morning., Physicians
said his general condition was excellent and that he would be out of the
hospital in about 10 days.
,
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LINEMAN ELECTROCUTED
Denver. July 8. W. II. Coleman, a
lineman employed by the Denver Cos
and Electric Light company, was elec-

trocuted today when he fell from the
cross bar of a pole Into a network
of wires. A. current of 2,300 volts
passed through his body.
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"BLACKS JOIN STRIKE
WAS TO SHOW UP MEN
Johannesburg, South Africa, July 8.
Six thousand native black laborers
WHO HAD ATTEMPTED TO
from three of the largest mines on the
CAUSE HIS BUSINESS RUIN
Rand joined 'in in the labor upheaval
this
morning.
Washington, July 8. An end to the
Should
the dissatisfied among them
Wall street features of the loby into the other 250,060 natives!
spread
in
was
when
the
vestigation
sight
mean
BOSTON WOOL MARKET
senate committee resumed its hear- employed on the Reef, it will
Boston, July 8. Increased business ings today. David Lamar had asked that the white inhabitants will be conmarked the Boston wool market dur- permission to make a Una! statement fronted again with the "black peril"
ing the week. The transfers totalled explaining
Lauterbach'B which has been quiescent for some
Edward
more than 150,000 pounds including charges yesterday that Lamar had .years.
The natives refused to descend into
territories, fleeces and Texas wools. assured him Senator Stone and SpeakLow prices have kept
the market er C'iark were anxious for a "peaceful the mine unless granted an increase
down on all grade? except niediirtii understanding with Morgan and the of wages and 1,000 men employed in
one mine broke out' of their comfleeces.
steel corporation interests.
Mr. Lamar took the stand at his pound. They were awed, howexer, by
Of general
has been tH
disposal of ,iiout c.00,000 pcunds of own request to make a "statement," the levelled rifles of the troops who
two of the
s.'iorn Montana clip taking up the recital of the motives had been posted to deal with this seback of his relations "with Edward rious development 'and they returned
u! a clean l isis i about 50 ccn's.
to their quarters. Most of the white
Further sales of Utah and New Mex- - Lauterbach.
"I
life
and
charac
realize
that
strikers
have returned.
my
on
the
have
lean wools
been made
basls of 4750 cents for half blood ter are on trial before this committee," he began. He argued that his HOMEOPATHY INSTITUE ELECTS
and fine and fine medium white
had
and Lauterbach's
Denvei Juh - l,i Dew't G. Wiltestimony
clean.
Vi
at
are
4546
and
quoted
in
not
were
shown
cox
of Boston, fi :di' was elected presany
engaged
they
Some new unwashed delaine fleece
Mor- ident of the American.. Institute of
P.
to
J.
effort
from
money
get
has been sold at 22 cents.
is holding its
gan & Co. or other interests.
Homeopathv, v
here. Other
"I'll tell you what my motive was," sixth annual
to force officers t'tc
i
was
"It
e'ther
said
Lamar.
First vice
EDUCATIONAL
NATIONAL
these men to recognize the injustice president In
Denver;
of their attitude toward Lauterbach ; second vice president, Dr. Anna ).
AT SALT
and myself or force them to come outjvarner, Pittsburgh; censor, Dr. Wal- into the open with the charges of iter E. Reiiey, Fulton, Md.; trustees,
blackmail they had circulated in New Dr. W. B. Hinsdale of Ann Arbor,
OF York for years against both of us. Mich., Dr. John P. S. Sutherland of
HOCK
FORMER GOVERNOR
KANSAS MADE ADDRESS BELedyard and his assistants had ruin- Boston, Dr. James W. Ward of San
FORE EDUCATORS TODAY
ed many men and I was determined' Francisco.
they should not ruin :e,"
Lamar said he knew Lew's Cass
Salt Lake, Utah, July 8. "The mail
"
behind the gun," the need of consid- L.eayara was ujuig w
i
the
TODAY IN CONGRESS
ering the personal element in select- when he began telephoning
Palmer and 4.
'' -! i'ing leaders in school work, was name of Representative
to fix up a "gam"
determined
then
the
at
genan
address
in
out
brought
eral session of the National Education on Ledyard to "force the financial
Washington, July 8. Senate: Not
association convention today here by people into the open."
in session: Meets Thursday.
voice
As Lamar proceeded, his
W. S. Campbell of Chicago.
David Lamar continued testimony
shook.
before
Morning meetings only were held
lobby committee.
"You see the feeling I am under,"
in Salt Lake City, the 'teachers spendFinance committee worked on tarhe said once to the committee
iff bill.
ing the afternoon at Great Salt Lake,
choice of adjectives in speaking
House: Not in session; meets
where former Governor Hoch of Kansenaled
men
street
of various Wall
sas was scheduled to deliver an adtors to interrupt his statement fre-

The physicians announced that the
operation had been entirely sticces.'.-fu- l
at Fort Huachuca are prepared for
."and that no complications were
instant departure.
expected.
"The trouble." the announcement
American Killed
said, "was more pronounced lhan the
Port Arthur, Tex., July 8. An
symptoms indicated. The appendix
attached to the consular office was badly inflanv
Am-"ica- n

IS OVERCOME

TO KFEP THE HOUSE
COMFORTABLE
No matter where you live or
what the temperature o the
.out of doors, you can do a
great deal to keep your house
amt comfortable if you
-- cool
spend a little time and thought
on the subject.
"
Your doors and windows
should be screened and your
windows fitted with awnings on
.the sunny side of the house.
.Then every window may be
.opened; bo that the air can
come in and the flies and mosquitoes will, perforce, stay out.
If your rooms are darkened
and well aired your home will
he a pleasant place to come
home to, especially if you have
in the house a good supply of
ice and a variety of sensible
summer food.
Summer
beverages are improved by bottled water, either
,
naturally or artificially aereat-edto
have
well
so it would be
something of that kind on hand
'

also.
If you have not already perfected your arrangements fo
making your house a pleasant
oasis during the warm weather,
read the advertisements in The
Optic and you will coma across
numerous SBggosUoM that 'will
help you to CeeicSe just what
you want end where to get

it
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FOR AMERI-
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Pittsburgh, July 8. Pittsburgh's one
day flurry in financial circles caused
by the bank failures of yesterday, apparently was a matter of history at
noon today.
NaThe failure of the
the
and
of
Pittsburgh
tional Bank
First National of McKeesport with the
subsequent receiverships for the American Waterworks and Guarantee
company and the banking firm of J.
S. and W. S. Kuhn company who were
dominant factors in the former institutions, it was established by noon today would have no deleterious effect
upon other financial institutions.
The run on the Pittsburgh Bank for
Savings.a Kuhn institution which
started yesterday, seemed to abate
shortly after the announcement that
J. S and W. S. Kuhn had resigned
from the presidency and vice presidenmeetcy of the bank. Contemplated
ings of the clearing house association
were called off about midday when it
mem(leChs'telr decided that, all its
condition
ber banks were in desirable
and in need of no assistance which if
required, was forthcoming from New
York, Chicago and St. Louis.
The following officers of the Pittsburg Bank and Savings were elected:
W. J. Jones, president; L. M. Plumer.
vice president; A. N. Voegtley, secretary and treasurer.
In the United States district court
today Judge Charles P. Orr appointed
Fred G. Kay as the fourth receiver for
the American Waterworks and Guarantee company.
W. J. Jones, formerly treasurer of
the Pittsburgh Bank for Savings, hut
today made president of the institution, said after his election:
"The Kuhns have entirely withdrawn from the bank. As It was they
were only nominal heads of the organization. There is no question
about out bank. We are backed by
many Pittsburgh banks and we have
support of the clearing house."
d

McKeesport Bank Closed
McKeesport, Pa., July 8. The First
National Bank of McKeesport, controlled by J. S. and W. S. Kuhn, which
was closed by the directors yesterday,
was formally closed hy order of

at

assemble for any service, which after
Dr. Lauro Muller, the brilliaa forthe commanding geenral can issue, a
enwhich
eign minister from Brazil, who has
will cover the
single order
been touring the United States duriaS
tire equipment of every man."
the past three weeks, passed througa
Las Vegas on No. 2 at 9:10 O'clock
WANT "SALOONLLESS U. S."
Los Angeles, July 8. "A saloonless last night. The train remained here?
United States" in 1920 is the goal five minutes. On account of the short
sought by the Christian Endeavor so- time the train was here and the fact
ciety, which will meet here in inter- that the distinguished representative
national convention tomorrow. This of the Brazilian government and his.
will be the keynote of a campaign to party were preparing to retire, it was
be launched at the forthcoming con- impossible to secure an interview witii
vention, it was announced today. The him.
The minister is accompanied by
society would have the United States
dry by 1920 as a fitting observation several aides from his own country
of the 300th anniversary of the com- and several from the United States.
ing of the Pilgrim fathers. It was Thos who are in the party are:
The foreign minister of Brazil on
predicted today that at least 13,000
people from all civilized centers of special mission, Dr. Muller; assistant
the world, 7,000 of them Californians, secretary of state, Mr. Malone, (Mrs.
would take part In the sessions.
Malone); Dr. Hello Lobo; Captain Antonio Sampayo; Lieutenant Commander Radler de Aquino; Lieutenart
iAILEBAD MEN API IN Commander Roscoe C. Bulmer, U. S.
'
CiMrs"! r Y
N.; Lieutenant
1
r t t '
T
.
C i r- C
;

rr'""
l (it Jti
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Washington. July 8. John Skelton
Williams, assistant secretary of the
treasury, who represented Secretary
McAdoo at the closing of the Pitts
National bank to-- .
burgh
uay, aef.inreu ui iihwuu
"seriously mismanaged ana tne extent of the mismanagement would
determined by the department of jus
tice."
The treasury offered the solvent
Pittsburgh banks $3,000,000 of government deposits to meet any emergency, but the offer was declined because
the banks were in a position to meet
the situation. The entire capital and
surplus of the First and Second bant
amounting to $5.50,000, has probably
been wiped out but officers of the bank
have assured the government that depositors will be paid in full or nearly
First-Secon-

d

STRIKE

New York, July 8. Ninety-fou- r
per
cent of the members of the Brotherhood of Railroad Traimen and of the
Order of Railway Conductors out of
76,683 participating in a strike vote in
the wage dispute with the eastern
railroads are in favor of a strike.
These figures were announced today at a joint meeting of union representatives and committee of railroad
managers. When the conference con
vened the Erie announced that it had
withdrawn from the proceedings on
the ground that it would be unable to
meet any advance whlgh might result.
This practically invites a strike.
The Erie statement, signed- by J.
C Stuart,. vice president, says in part:
"Similar proceedings in the past
have resulted in increased wages and
while it may be possible for some
roads to meet these increases, the
Erie railroad is not in position to do
so at nresent The waire increase de
mand amounts to 25 per cent or a
tal annual cost on the basis of pres-- j
ent figures of practically $1,200,000.'
The Erie says it is willing to con-- j
sider wages and conditions of individuals but will not agree to any gen
eral increase to any class of employes at the sacrifice of needed safety
appliances and improvements.
After the unions bad submitted the
result of the strike vaie ind reiterated
their demands the, conference ad
journed. President A, B. Gannon for
CODduotorB and w. ,;. Leo for the
trainmen, then announced that a conference of union heads from all the
roads involved would be held here
Saturday at which the strike vote
would be confirmed and a course of
action adopted. The result will be
reported to the railroads Monday.
With reference to the Erie, Mr, Lee
said that if that road's withdrawal
precipitated a strike It would not bs
al'
against the Erie alone but against
4
ihe roads.
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SEIZE CHERRY SHIPMENT
New York, July 8. Pour thousand
baskets of cherries shipped, here from
"Wenatchee. WasMnston, were seizof
ed today by tlsa ernmt'isbkmer
who
Ptul
charged
weights

Bia; btcun i sii,...i.j i. ,
Brazil, Mr. Barros Fimental; 5- Lauro
Muller, Jr.; Mr. Charles Lee Cooke,
attache, department of state; Mr. Richard L. Jarvis; railroad man; two
valets.
Dr. Muller arrived iu this country
about three weeks ago. Folio wins n.
few days' visit in Washington, where
he was the guest of Secretary of
State William J. Bryan and, others of
this country's representative statesmen, he started on a tour of the principal cities of the country.
The object of the diplomat's vLsit is
to acquaint himself with the social ana
business conditions of the UBitCil
States. Ills visit at this time in to
repay the one to his country about
two years ago by Elihu Hoot, who
was then secretary of state. Mr. Eoot
visited every country in South America. He spent several days in Brazil
and was. the guest of that country during his visit.
Dr. Muller, during his visits to American cities, has received ovation
which are only accorded to the president. In almost every city he was
officia!s representing tao city.
state and government, lie has tourei
the cities on the Pacific coast and is
now enroute to Chicago where ho wili
spend several days.
He will go from Chicago to Washington where elaborate preparation
for his reception hava been macM. The
mini!-tehas expressed hlmscij lis;i
and time 8 jaia as being wonuertaHy
of
surprised at the great devetor-tnonAmerican resources. Ho has t'iowa
mue.u interest in tne ejricuavrai
of this country bu.I $"
that when ho returns to fcls coualry
that he will, make sustlons v;tluh
will ho of much value to the
i
Ot the Sonili
-r

PER
IT IS SAID THAT OVER
CENT AT VOTE TAKEN FAVOR
94
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Refused U. S. Money

OF

INESS DEVELOPMENTS
THIS COUNTRY

the various divisions go back to their
various posts and are ordered to re-

APPOINTED

today
the comptroller of the currency
Washington.

CHICAGO
WORLD'S HEALTHIEST CAMP
Texas City, July 8. What army officers say is the best organized and HAS BIG PARTY WITH fOll
healthiest military camp- in the world
toda ystretches for two miles along
HAS BEEN HONORED GUEST OF
the shore of the Mexican guif here.
PAST
UNITED STATES FOR
Four months ago the site of the
WEEKS
THREE
a
was
The
swamp.
camp
virtually
transformation is one of several bfg
achievements of the American soldiers
sent heer last February for mobiliza- STATESMAN EXTRACISAHY
tion of the second division of the
United States army.
HE IS STUDYING SOCIAL AND BUS-

"When the commands

COMPANY

First-Secon-

Ull,

LAST NIGHT

MISMANAGED

RECEIVER

ANOTHER

no ifii

that they were short of a quart by
more than nine cubic centimeters
D1ULLLH
each. The discovery was made when
one of the baskets was exposed for
sale after a hole had been eaten in
the false bottom by a mouse.
Four thousand additional baskets
are expected here from Wenatchee tomorrow and these too w ill be seized
if they are under size'. This is the
first time in three years that false
MINISTER
bottoms in cherry boxes have been THE DISTINGUISHED
here by western shippers.
FROM BRAZIL ON HIS WAY TO

IN LAS VE

FIRST-SECON-

LOBBY PROBERS

TO MAKE

0 FINANCIAL

NATIONAL
BY
Salt Lake City, July 8. Advices
were received here today from NicholFAILURE YESTERDAY
as Roosevelt of Flagstaff, Ariz.,' that
Colonel Roosevetl had changed his
plans and it is not now known whhere RUN ON KUHN BANK CONTINUES
he will cross the Grand Canyon of
the Colorado or what his itinerary
TREASURY OFFICIALS SAY KUHN
Colwill be after he enters Arizona.
REFUSED TO ACCEPT GOVannounonel Roosevelt also wished It
ERNMENT ASSISTANCE
Nicholas
to
Roosevelt,
ced, according
that he will do no hunting while he:

j

700 TROOPS

PITTSBIIGSWS

BANKS APPEAR

Will do no Hunting

TP.'.
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FEDERALS

the jail.
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Kansas City, .July 8 The daring
southern
deeds of a slender
girl, who lived and loved and fairly
terrorized federal soldiers in Boon-villMo., in the stirring times of
the early 60's, still are made the subject of many a reminiscent story.
Mary Carroll of Boonvi'ile was as
fearless as she was pretty, as defiant
as she was clever and resourceful.
She could ride horse as well as any
cavalryman and she could walk, too,
when the occasion demanded. She
smuggled arms and ammunition to
confederate soldiers, right under the
very noses of the federals. She aided
in the escape of three prisoners who
were under sentence of death. Finally she was imprisoned herself, but
her ready wit won her release. So it
is only natural that those who were
neighbors of this dauntless
girl should still have vivid recollections of her.
Today Mrs. Mary Carroll "Brooks
lives quietly with her son In Kansas City at C34 Norton avenue. She
is 70 years old but her mind is alert
and her clear eyes have not altogether lost their laughter.
In the winter of 1863 Dennis Carroll, a brother ot Miss Mary, was arrested by federal soldiers on the
charge of being a confederate spy
and, together with two other men,
Mastin Patrick andn Lieut. Charles
was imprisoned.
Col. D.
W. Ware, in command ot the Boon-viil- e
iiost, ordered the three men
Fhr. but on account of the sudden
i 1;
is of Patrick the execution was
de ; -- ed four weeks.
(
ir :ll and Brownless were held
in it: n and when Patrick recovered
lit' vn ;'lr.e?d in the same ceil with
d

e,

them.
i '

Ma

"arroll obtained

,TJf!'r

only express herself by the ballot,
like any other citizen. I be'ileve that
in the next generation all municipal
offices will be held jointly that is,
there will be a man and a woman
elected for every office."
SMOKERS

BEAT

A

Boycott on Subway Lines Causes
vocation of Offensive Rule in
Berlin.

UP

8,

1913.

nil

ATHEKS

FINANCES

left us many odds and ends and broken lines these must be closed out
and to do so we will continue to sell

Re-

All Suits, Coats, Silk, Wool. Linen and Lingerie
Dresses, Millinery and All Fancy Wash Goods at

YOUNG MILLIONAIRE SAYS THAT
MONEY WAS MADE TO BURN
AND HE'S TO DO IT
under

The boycott against the
ground railway In Berlin by smokera
is proving effectual, and devotees of
the weed will soon he able to smoke
in the subway if Police President von
Jagow consents, says a Berlin dispatch.
Some months ago the Berlin underground railway announced that smoking would be absolutely forbidden after a specified date. It was declared
that the smokers defiled the cars and
that their running to and fro In search
of the smoking coach, which it was
impossible to place in the same relative position on each, train, caused
serious delays and detracted from the
efficiency of the service. A tremendous protest went up and every Berlin
paper sided with the smokers; but
the ralway company was obdurate,
and shortly after the regulation be
came effective Von Jagow embodieo
it in the police regulation. The
smokers then began boycotting the
underground, despite the fact that it
affords quicker communication along
its route and willingly sacrificed their
extra sleep daily in order to smoke
on their way to and from work. The
company sought various explanations
could."
for the falling oil In its receipts, but.
Her wit won the day and she was soon discovered that the abolition of
released. Her brother, however, was the smoking cars was the cause of the
loss of business. Announcement has
killed before the close of the war.
now been made that the smoking cars
th
war
close
the
of
the
Toward
will be replaced, providing Von Jagow
jail was turned over to the town sher Is willing to rescind tho police
iff, and this man, over zealous in th
discharge of his duties, threatened to
A SHOCK
USED TOURISTS
rearrest. Miss May and hang(her as
traitor. She was warned of the sher
Amiff's intention and, though it was mid Pair Thought They Were Being
bushed by Wild Animals, but It
minter, she set out with her youngest
Was All R!fht.
brother and another little boy, whos
mother wanted to get him out of the
Who says that' adventure is deadT
danger zone, and walked 12 miles Only the other day a motorist and his
through the snow and ice to Tipton wife were taking a turu ti.rough tha
forest of Fontainebleau wn.n they got
taking the train from there to St a "turn" of the sort
thoy Lardly barLouis. Her feet were so badly frozen
for.
gained
and blistered that she was unable to
They found themse.lvj being amwalk for weeks.
bushed by a lion, and wt mow on
The laboriously made key was kept Shakespearean authority bow impres
sionable the fair sex In at the ap
in the court house at Boonville as
fowl.
relic of the war until 25 years ago. proach of that kind of "wild
The woman promptly tainted, and
when it was sent to Mrs. Brooks. And
monsieur shut on the clutch at grande
she has it sti II, an enormous thing Vitesse,
four times the size of the keys now
No sooner had madate revived
than they encountered a panther.
in use.
This was too much of a good thing.
MonBieur was about to say so with
ail his Gallic eloquence when the ex
planation turned up.
SEEK VOTE
A troupe of psudo Arabs with bei
,
nouse and spear came up to explain
NOT OFFICES that they were working off a film
for a cinema firm, and the beasts were

PEN

m

drugged.
It was

a sorry climax, but It all
came into the picture,
and espeVISE WOMEN TO BE CONcially the changing emotions of the
So the next eveni'ng Mary carried
TENT WITH BALLOT
motorists' faces from alarm to action,
;i short stout
crowbar and a file
and from indignation to relief. New
dangling from her waist beneath her
Chicago, July 8 "It is unwise for York Sun.
hoop skirt. She left them In the dark the newly enfranchised women of Il
cell unobserved by the guards.
linois to think of running for office
England's Breakfast.
It is reported from London that
But that night the three men were until they have familiarized them
caught in the act of breaking out the selves with the political machinery of recent attempt to introduce grape
bars and the work had to be done ail the state, and this will take several fruit as a breakfast food has failed
and that a heavy importation of those
over again, under greater difficulties years.
delicacies has caused such a slump in
now. for the men were thrown in
This was the statement of Mtss the market that costermongers are
chains and placed in a cell without Jane Addams yeterday when she ex- selling them from barrows for a penny
windows.
pressed her views on the possibility apiece.
This will surprise no one who has
For some reason, or other Miss of women holding state and munici
ever lived in England. That country
Mary was not suspected at the time of pal offices in Blinois.
While all of the women prominent has known many changes during the
being responsible for the presence of
few years. Caste lines have been
the crowbar in the cell of the doomed in suffrage work do not agra with last
the silk hat is no longer
obliterated;
workMiss Addams, it is the consensus of an
prisoners and from then on she
object of reverential worship; ac
ed with more assurance.
pinion that a woman who desires to tors have been knighted and bands in
The only hope of escape now was hold office should wait until she has troduced Into restaurants.
But the
to obtain a key that would unlock oted a number of times and has be breakfast table i3 the last ditch of
the cell door and Miss Mary unhesi- come acquainted with the system of British conservatism. The English
man eats bacon and eggs 365 morn
tatingly set herself the task of pro- government.
in the year and welcomes leap
Mrs. Catherine Waugh McCttl'ioch, ings
curing such a key.
year because it enables him to indulge
a
woman
it attorney, who drafted the suffrage in that delightful dish 366 times.
Being
comely young
was not strange that the federal
ill, was of the opinion that the cares
The monarchy may be abolished and
about the prison should pay f the household of the average wom the house of lords deprived of its pre
her marked attention on her visits to an would prevent her from running rogatives, but the English breakfast
will remain as it was in the days of
her brother.
for office.
:
for Miss Mary and her
"The average woman," sal' Mrs. the Conqueror. Grape fruit will never
have a place in it. New York Her
brother, the man who was hardest McCulloch, "has plenty to do attend- aid.
was
in
the
hit
young sergeant
charge ing to her home. Of course this does
of tb" 'ail he who always carried not prevent her from voting for the
Remembered Grudge.
,ous key at his belt.
tlv ?
things that are of interest to her
Queen Wilhelmina's recent visit to
(' ;. i a
as the execution time was home and the welfare of the com- Paris has moved the paris corresponddrawing near the young sergeant ask- -' munity in which she lives. This is ent of the New York Sun to tell again
I her if he
might accompany her to what the women desire most in their a story of the days when her majesty
was the most popular young person
her home.
fight for the ballot. Howerer, I would
In the world.
"Why, no, I wouldn't be seen on not advise a woman to run for office age
In
the revived edition, the story is
the street with a federal soldier," re- unti'i she is sure of her ground."
to the effect that she found it hard to
plied Miss Mary, archly.
Mrs. L. Bracket Bishop, prominent learn English, and perhaps for that
"Then may I visit you at your suffragette and sympathizer with Mrs. reason did not love England. The
house tonight," persisted the soldier. Pankhurst, said women should wait first map of Europe she drew showed
Bel
'Ve,l, perhaps I wouldn't object to at least five years before attempting an enormous Holland, a
gium and france, but an almost Im
thai," she teased1 back at him over to run for office.
her shoulder as she hurried away.
"I do not believe that it was the perceptible Great Britain.
To draw particular attention to the
Of ccrrFc 1):) went to the home. He Intention of the 'women to start
right diminutive island representing EngkihI he made violent love in and run for public office at once,"
win : '
land, she wrote below it. "Land of
io '.!
Mary, Who half encouraged, said Mrs. Bishop. "The office ena of MIs3 S." (her English governess).
hmf repulsed him as women will. He politics should be left to the men.
Years later the young queen said
asked her to marry him. ishe told When the women or Illinois fought to the minister plenipotentiary of
bins she would consider it, provided for the ballot it was not Because of
"Be sure to teil her majesty, Queen
hf helped her to get her brother out a desire to hold office with the men,
if jail. This lie sorrowfully explain-- ' but to have a voice in their own gov- Victoria, that I love Englishwomen,
all Englishwomen."
d ue could not do.
ernment. Of course there are excepTo which the minister bowed, and
"Well, then you can at least let me tional women, such as Miss Addams the Quee.n added:
ff tliat piece of iron dangling from or Mrs. Catherine Waugh McCu'iloch, 'All Englishwomen are not Eoven
who are qualified to hold office at esses!" Youth's Companion.
j fir 'it'lt,' she laughed.
he, placetf the ley in (mc.fi. The home center is
essentially
!i
;'v'i. Playfully, chatting all the the place for the woman and I bev
':' uM'.-- ba;:k the fiv t at lieve that she will stay there an.l Subscribe for The OpUc
AD

GATES

RAILROAD

the book and the next day and the
next Rnd the next Miss Mary worked
to fashion a key after the pattern, first
making one of wood, which her brother feared would break off in the lock,
and then one of sheet iron which proved too weak. Finally she began making one of iron.
Four days before the time set for
the execution of the death sentence
she finished it and smuggled it in to
her brother and his friend together
with more files to cut the chains.. This
time the scheme worked, and the next
night the three men escaped.
Miss Mary and the village blacksmith were arrested on suspicion. Miss
exonerated
Mary's ready confession
the blacksmith. After having been
held a prisoner for four weeks, she
was taken before Colonel Catherwood
for trial. Asked how she had dared
do such a thing when she was under
the oath of allegiance, Miss Mary re
plied airly:
"I had your permission to take my
brother food and any sisterly relief

permission
from Cclouel Catherwood, In charge
of the post, to Tffke meals to her
brother and his friends and to give
him ;iuy sisterly relief she could
So day, after day, morning and
evening, Mary visited the federal jail
will a basket of provisions on her
arm. It was almost dark in the cell
wl'fi Miss Mary brought the evening
n i
This censed her brother to d
,1 pUC 6
;!eape.' "Sin iggle me
r!f
in h file and V crowbar
when you
come tomorrow night," he whispered
in bis sister's ear one n:gr,t.
"We'll
break out the bars on me window aa NOTED SUFFS OF ILLINOIS
!

!

Isn't that terrible?"

With an exclamation the young soldier seized the paper from her hand
and tore it into bits. But the imprint
of the key remained on the cover of

REMARKABLE STORY OF HEROINE WHO STOOD BY THE
SOUTHERN
CAUSE

blue-eye-

against the civcr and ith
knife outlined the be;; on
pen
sharp
the the fly leaf.
"There," she said as she lore the
book
fly leaf out, and testing the
at:UK;, held up the pase for his inspection "now I have a paper key to
;.

TUESDAY, JULY

New York, July S. Preceded by
stories tliat his father-in-'aw- ,
Frank
1
Hopwood, had slapped him and knocked him down in a Minneapolis white
light cafe for throwing away his
money and accompanied only by his
valet and a friend he introduced as
"Old Dock Yak," young Charlis Gates
literally blew into the Pennsylvania
will be continued for a few days
station at 12:11 this afternoon. His
mode of travel from Mineapo'iis was
a special train consisting of an engine and seven heavy steel baggage
cars "as ballast" between the engine
and the luxurious special car.
CASH ONLY
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
But He Forgot ifie Tips.
With visions of mortgage-raisintips in their minds, a half dozen station employes, at the request of
VICTOR
Lft3 Vea'LoftdindStoro
WAGNER
cleared
all apGates' secretary,
proaches and took as much precauTALKING
FOLDING
tion to afford Gates a clear passage
to the street as they do when the
president of the United States comes
MACHINES
S
fctftblialied 1862 ;
SouthSidePk
to town. But It was to no avail when
Gates went to an upper level in the
elevator, took one slant at the group
of newspaper men, he rushed over to
them. His negro valet, Frank, who
was carrying his coat, was ordered to credibly poor and others of the high- SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION nence. Among the Americans who-wilest possible type, that would do credit
Zurich, Switzerland, July 8. Today
be heard are Bishop
Vincent,
produce a dozen fat, black cigars "for
saw
the formal opening in Zurich of Bishop Hartze'll, H. J. Heinz of Pittsto
the
finest
nations
of
the
civilized
the boys."
hand- globe." He finds that American citi- the world's seventh ( Sunday school burgh, Dr. Robert E. Speer of New
"It is true your father-in-laa
few wallops the night before zens of a community have more direct convention, for which preparations York, Rev. Dd. Floyd Tomkins of
ed you
in have been going forward for more Philadelphia, Dr. and Mrs. Wilbur F.
you left Minneapolis?" one of the re- control over their schools than
Germany, and commends this condi- than two years. The prediction that Crafts, Miss Anna Jarvi, founder of
porters said.
"Oh, that's ridiculous assininee," tion. He compares the teachers- in the convention would be the greatest "Mothers' Day," and E. K. Warren of
said Gates, pronouncing the last the two countries their training, their gathering of its kind ever held seems Three Oaks, Mich., the founder of the
"assinee," and repeating It with em- salaries, their tenure of office. He certain of fulfillment. Some concep- International Sunday school movediscusses religion In the schools of tion of its size and representative ment.
phasis.
stateis
the best the two countries,
Sunday will be the most notable
"Why, Frank Hopwood
and character may be had from the
eecond father ever. My own dad was other points of similarity and differ- ment that the delegates from the day of the convention. It will be
United States and Canada alone num- ushered in with a ' sunrise prayer
some boy and Frank Hopwood' is
ence.
ber more than 1,000. And to this the meeting, and the regular services in
like him. He wouldn't hit me
Direct election of school board memof several hundred eacn the churches at 9 o'clock, the usual
with a feather.
bers by the citizens, as found in the delegations
rom
every country of hour in Switzerland, will follow. The
man
practically
said
who
like
to get the
"I'd
r
United States, impressed Dr.
Europe and some from South Africa, pulpits will be occupied by the noted
Frank Hop wood hit me. I'm over 21
very favorably. He notes Australia, South America
and,, the churchmen who are among the deleand can scrap a little bit and if any that in
the citizens have
Germany
leading Asiatic countries, and the re- gates. Sunday afternoon will be featof you think I can't Just peel off your little or
nothing to say about their sult is the largest international re- ured
coat and start something."
by a children's parade, with adschool system. "In Germany the lo- ligious
gathering that the world has dresses at the Tonhalle and a mass
Gates said he came here to attend
cal school boards are nowhere chosen ever seen.
a meeting of the Texas company dimeeting with the general topic,
by popular vote," he declares. He
The American delegates took a
and Good Citizenship." A
rectors Monday.
thinks the American plan might be a leading part in the proceedings of notable service
of an hour will be"Why didn't you take a regular
very good thing for his own country, this, the opening day of the congress, held at the Grossmunster cathedral,
train " Gates was asked
Because when I go places I like Particularly as a means of arousing as they will In all the subsequent ses- the church of which TJlrlc Zwingll, the
genuine public interest in education
sions, which will continue over a pe- great reformer, preached as pastor.
to go," he shot. hack.
The American high; school comes in riod of eight days. The formal open"Meet me at the Plaza tomorrow
Another strong feature of the conat 10 o'clock and we'll all start hack for some interesting comment by Dr. ing took place In the great Tonhalle, vention wll'i be the Sunday school
to Minneapolis on the same little old Kerschensteiner, both complimentary the interior of which wa descorated roll call of nations, vith five minute
freight I just got in on. I'll make and otherwise. He praises the high for the occasion with the flags of all responses from representatives of the
those Texas company directors meet sohool's democratic spirit, Its aim to nations. The presiding officer was United States, Canada, Mexico, Engthis afternoon and' start back tomor- educate all the people; but he misses Dr. George W. Bailey of Philadelphia, land, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Gerrow. Come on now and be a sport. the thoroughness that characterizes who delivered his address in English, many, France, Spain Italy, Sweden,.
Austria-HungarCopies of the address in German and Russia, Bulgaria,
You fellows come back with me and the work of the German gymnasium.
In both nations the schools are now French were distributed among the Denmark, Turkey, Norway, the NethI'll show you what Its like to throw
away a million dollars a year. And if i na period of great development, ac- delegates.
erlands, the Philippines, Japan, Coreai
The musical features of the pro- China, India, Iceland, the various
any of you stand in my way when cording to the Munich educator. "The
I'm throwing it will be your own fault great advantage that Germany posses- gram attracted much attention and countries of South America, and sevif you get hit."
ses," he declares "In addition to the favorable comment. The Tonhalle eral countries of Africa.
to
led
the way upstairs
Gates then
relentless thoroughness of the whole Zurich Symphony orchestra of 45
pieces, one of the finest in Europe,
his motor. He hugged the chauf- educational work, is the
When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
furnished the instrumental music. A yawn a good deal in the daytime, you
feur, handed out some more gold and organization of a
school
of famous Swiss yod'iers and can charge it to a torpid liver which
cigars and posed for his picture.
system, which requires in each com- aquintet
has allowed the system to get full of
choir of 300 voices, under the
"Now, just for once let me tell munity a school as
good as that in
impurities. HERBINE cures all disCinA.
J.
of
Bucker
Prof.
of
man
"that
said
he
earnestly,
you,"
orders produced by an .inactive liver.
But this ad- every other
community.
to
added
the
.
attractions.
cinnati,
,
.
.
tale about trouble
who started that
"
It strengthens that orgaij, cleanses
.
vantage nas oeen purcnased at the ex- the ensuing week the morn- the bowels and puts the system in
is a Mar, and if j
During
with my father-in-laof
penge
many
ing sessions will be devoted largely good healthy condition. Price 50c.
1
ever gei ujiii i u uu a, dm jvciouu must
envy the American schools.'
to
I'm
kid
some
I'm
and
addresses, reports and the business Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
on his face.
of the convention. The afternoons
over 21 ana my tnuiaie name is
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
will be occupied with conferences,
Speed."
Take LAXATIVE) BROMO Quinine
Your druggists will refund money
Tablets. Druggists refund money If and the evenings will be given over if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
to
adand
educational
it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's signainspirational
case of itching, blind, bleeding or prodresses by speakers of mide promi truding piles in 6 to 14 days. Adv.
MORE ture is on each box. 25c. Adv.
AMERICA
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PEOPLE HERE MORE INTERESTED
THAN

SURPLU8
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

GERMANY, EDUCATOR DECLARES
IN

"The average man of the people in
America is much mode interested in
the affairs of the public school than
de
the average man In Germany,"
clares Dr. George Kerschensteiner, a
German educator, in "A
Comparison of Public Education in
Germany and the United States," just
issued by the bureau of education.. "In
the daily press, reports and discussions on educational topics occupy a
space which to my observation Is ful- 1
ly ten times that which German newspapers devote to the same subject."
Dr. Kerschensteiner compares point
by point the school systems in the
two countries. He shows hmow Germany secures educational efficiency by
centralization of authority within the
individual states. He admits that pos
sibly centraliaztion, has gone even fui'- ther than is desirable in Germany,
but is equally positive that theer is
ot enough centralization within the
individual states of this country. As
a result of the lack of state compul
sion he says, "we see today in the
United States the sharpest contrasts
school system that are in- -
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GEN. DUPONT SUED
FOR

"BLACK BART" 10

HEAR DEATH'
BY SMOTHERING

WOO

But Husband, With Aid

Stops That I(cli

BE GIVEN HIS

cf Cardui,

FREEDOM

Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, of
says: "1 suffered for years,
wuh pains in my left side, and would
often almost smother to death. .
Medicines patched me up for awhile
New York, July 8 Frank M. Anbut then I would get worse again. Finaldrews, head of the firm fit architects ly, my husband decided he wanted me to
that bears his name, with offices at !ry Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he
I
No. 1 Madison avenue, has sued Gen. bought me a bottle and began using it.
it did me more good than alt the medithe
of
powhead
T. Coleman du Pont,
cines I had taken.
The
der trust, to recover $085,000.
I have induced many of my friends to
action grows out of the rebuilding of fry Cardui, and they all say they have
use. Tlrtre never
benefited by
the Equitable Life building, at Broad- oeen
lias been, and never will be, a medicine
way, Cedar, Pine and Nassau streets, lo compare with Cardui. I believe it is
."
which was destroyed by fire.
j good medicine for all womanly
Within a few hours of the sewing
For over 50 years, Cnrdui has been
of the papers in the $685,000 act'on,
woman's sufferings aad building
suit was brought against Andrews by weak women
up to health anci strength.
comTrust
and
the Title Guarantee
!f you are a woman, give it a fair trial,
pany for $150,000, alleged to be due t should surely help you, as it has a
on promissory notes made by F. M. nillion others.
Get a bottle of Cardui
Andrews & Co. in favor of the plaintiff. At the St. Regis yesterday AnWrite tn: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Lad'fis'
DeCiiattanuoea.
Term., fr Stcuil
drews said, that the c'laim of the title Advisory
histmrtivns on , our case, and
company was entirely just; that his reatmen'. tor Women," in plain wrapper. N.C. 26
the money, but that
owed
firm
Charles P. Taft, brother of
"At this juncture 1 brought du .Pon!
Taft, had guaranteed the loan into the deal" and told him that if he
and that he, Andrews had a written would
become
responsible for the
contract to that effect.
$7,500,000 equity over the first mortThe two actions are related, accord- gage bonds and would put up $5,000.-00as a forfeit, he could have in coning to Andrews, to the extent that
both du Pont and Taft have been his sideration $4,000,000 of the common
backers in many deals involving mil- stock, in which was vested the voting
lions, and that they are now, or were power plus one 'Bhare, or a voting conuntil the suits were brought, involved trol of the entire proposition.
with him in deals involving many milPromises a Hard Fight
lions more. He charged that both
of what
"I was to have
suits were the result of an attempt on he got for the stock. He also agreed
the part of Messrs. du Pont and Taft to employ the firm of P. M. Andrews
to "freeze him out" of such profits as as architects at a fee of $500,000, This
tie mignt nvae maue on m liuna
was to be taken in preferred stock,
and other deals.
with a like amount of common stock
Andrews Version of Deal
as a bonus.
Ulman and Srietwolf drew the pa"In accodance with my suggestion,
pers for Andrews. The claim of $085,-00- the du Pont company was incorporatwas made for $100,000 of cash ed with a capital of $12,000,000.
The
spent by F. M. Andrews & Co., for proposition was that du Pont was to
one complete set of plans for a new turn over to the du Pont company his
Equitable building and for approxi- contract of purchase with the Equita-ablmately 80 per cent of another set of
Company.
plans.
"I was told to go ahead with workThis is the account of the causes ing drawings. These were got out in
leading up to the $685,000 suit as giv- ninety-fiv- e
days, and a permit for the
'
en by Andrews:
construction of the building was is"I made a proposition to the Equit- sued.
I became ill after that and
able that I would finance a company went abroad. When I returned in the
that would represent an investment middle of March I received word from
of $28,500,000, including the ground du Pont to stop further work. Then I
and proposed building. This propos- heard that he had decided to set aside
ition was conditioned on the willing- all relationship with me.
ness of the Equitable to make a first
"Out of this deal I would have
This made about $2,000,000. As far as I can
mortgage loan of $21,000,000.
was agreed to. I organized a com see some one else wanted to make
piny with $4,000,000 of preferred and that money. But theq will have a fight
stock. There on their hands before they got
J8.000.000 of common
was to be a second mortgage bond is
through."
This second mort
sue of $5,000,000.
In the meantime work on the Equitgage bond issue plus the $21,000,000 able building is progressing under the
of first mortgage bonds left $2,500,000 direction of D. H. Rurnham & Co.. of
to be financed. This was to be done
Chicago.
by selling the prefered stock. I found
General du Pont has been at the
parties willing to take $1,500,000 of Hotel McAlpin several days and durthis stock and had opened negotia
A
ing most of that time has been ill.
of second
tions for the $5,000,000
despatch from Wilmington, Del., last
mortgage bonds.
night stated that he had ptomaine
poisoning. At the hotel last night it
was said that he was so much better
tnat he intended to make a short trip
on his yacht today. When a reporter
for the World sought to obtain his
version of the Andrews suit, It was
t,a?d that he had retired and could
not be disturbed.
lliis place,

it

trou-oles-

.'

ing life sentence.
Tlolsihay is now 47 years old. When
lie was received at the prison he was
i'.lilterate and possessed a record as a
desperado, stage coach and train robber. He. gave the prison much trouble during the first few years, but fol-

to-d-

-'

lowing a surgical operation his character changed completely and he became a model prisoner. He has since
been a student and lias given himself
a good education. For many years he
librarian and
has been the prison

',

photographer.
Because of his swarthy appearance
and ill kept beard Holzhay gained the
name of "Black Bart, the bandit." and
under that Fobriquet he became notorious as the most picturesque criminal
and
of Wisconsin
in the histories
Michigan the terror of two states.
His exploits in the woods of northern
Michigan rivaled those of Jesse James.
for a long
A peaceful lumberjack
while, he suddenly broke into a series
of crimes which continued until the
mention of his name struck terror to
the hearts of travelers in the north
woods. Stages were stopped one after
the other on their trips between the
lumber camps and the town and their
J:assengers held up, the mail sacks
rifled and every article of value sto-

0

one-fourt- h
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SUFFERED

iWFUL PAINS

For Sixteen Years. Restored
To Health by Lydia E. Pink-ham'
Vegetable
Compound.
's

"I

Moretown. Vermont
was troubled with pains and irregularities for
, sixteen years, and
was thin, weak and
nervous.
When I
would lie down it
would seem as if I
was going right
down out of sight
into some dark hole,
and the window curtains had faces that
would peek out at
me, and when I was
out of doors it would
Bcsm as if something was going to happen. My blood was poor, my circulation was so bad I would be like a dead
person at times. I had female weakness badly, my abdomen was sore and I
had ewful pains.
"I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and used the Sanative
Wash and they certainly did wonders
for me. My troubles disappeared and I
cm able to work hard every day. " Mrs.
W. F. Sawyer, River View Farm, More-town,

THE LATEST FASHION NOTE
Says: "It Is a wise precaution
against getting holes in delicate hosiery to powder the shoes before putting
them on." Many people sprinkle the
Allen's
famous antiseptic powder,
Foot-Easinto the shoes, and find
that it saves its cost ten times over
in keeping holes from hosiery as well
as lessening friction and consequent
smarting and aching of the feet.
CHAMBERLAIN'S

BIRTHDAY

Today was the
seventy-seventbirthday anniversary
of Joseph Chamberlain who until ill
health forced h'.a retirement a few
years ago was one of the most conspicuous figures in British political
life. At his home in Birmingham Mr.
Chamberlain received a flood of felicitous messages. In London the anniversary was observed with a notable
banquet at which Viscount Ridley pre
sided. One hundred and fourteen
guests attended the affair, the num
ber corresponding to Mr. Cahmberlain's
age, added to 37, the number of years
be served in the house of commons.
London, July

8.

h

Vermont.

Another Case.

Gilford, Iowa. :'l was troubled with
female weakness, also with displacement. I had very severe and steady

headache, also pain in back and was
very thin and tired all the time. 1 commenced taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound and I am cured of

these troubles. I cannot praise your
medicine too highly." Mrs. InaMix,l-BLAGL-

n

A

Good

Investment

Maell. a well known merchant
tif Whitemonnd. Wis., bought a stock
of Chamberlain's medicine so as to
be able to supply them to his customers. After receiving them he was
tiimsp.lf taken sick and savs that one
Small bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy was
worth more to him than the cost of
bis entire stock of these medicines.
For sale ty all dealers. Adv.
W

TH

INDIANA MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
Gary, Ind., July 8. Sanitation, the
t ft- .f 'i
methods of assessment and taxation,
'
the control of public utilities and numerous other municipal problems are FINEST
QUALITY
to be discussed at the annual convention of the Indiana Municipal league,
which opened here this afternoon lor
a three days' session. Mayor Cunningham of Lafayette called the gathering
to order. Mayor Knotts of Gary delivered an address of welcome and
Mayor Shank of Indianapolis responded for the visitors.

len.

Finding stage coaches too

tame,

Holzhay took to holding up trains, going through the coaches and robbing

l!art.'' and, aided by several men, lured Holzhay to an
upstairs room.
There ail pounced upon the bandit. It.
;co!" ;hree men to bind the desperado
after he had made fieice fight and at
Leuipied to shoot his captors.
In hi cell Holtzhay was a fearless
a
t:s lie was holding' up a train or
coach. On one occasion he stole a
table knife, sharpened it on the floor
of his cell, and held" one of the guards
at bay in bis eeU when he came to
lake the prisoner to work. Many oth-t.- r
times he gave the officials much
trouble during the early years of his
confinement. Finally the physicians
decided that he was insane and he
was sent to the asylum at Ionia. There
he was operated upon, and then returned to Marquette.
Since the operation Holzhay has
been a different man. He has given
uo trouble whatever, his demeanor has
been as gentle as that of a child, and
all his time when not at work has
been devoted to readaing. He is familiar with the history and politics of
every nation and his written many
essays on sociological and philosophical subjects. He invested the small
earnings he had saved in copper
stocks and his savings jumped to several thousand dollars, with the help
of Warden Russell, who placed his
money for him. He is now an expert
in the doings of the market. It is believed he has,,haved enough money to
keep him the rest of his days. He
probably will go to live with relatives
in Wisconsin.

every passenger. 'Large rewards werej
placed on his head by the government
and the railroads, but he was fearless
and' was not captured. The rewards
continued
grew as his depredations
Stinss or bites of Insects that are
they totaled the sum of $2,500. Every followed hy Swellings, pain or itching
man in the woods was watching for should be treated promptly, as they
SNOW
BALLARD'S
him, but when Holzhay appeared in are poisonous.
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
their camps and demanded food they is both
antiseptic and healing. Price
l'eared to lay hands upon him.
Sold
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Holzhay's career of crime continued by Central Drug Co. Adv.
unmolested, banks, stores, trains,
stage coaches and private houses alike
GAVE
falling into hfs hands and getting out
again with less than they possessed
before. Finally Holzhay planned to NICKELS TO "MOVIES"
hold up the stage which passed Lake
Gogebic, learning that several Chica
go bankers, among them A. E. Fleisch- - THAT'S THE NUMBER PAID ANNUALLY FOR ADMISSIONS TO
bein, were to be on board. He stop
THE SHOWS
ped the coach and demanded the
money from the bankers. Fleischbein
New York, July 8. Chairman Frank
reached his hand into his pocket, but
A Tiehenor of the First Internationinstead of cash he pulled out a re
volver. Before he could shoot, Bart al Exhibition of the Moving Picture
had fired and Fleischbein fell, mortal- Arts, to be held at the Grand Central
ly wounded. A second man tried to Palace the week, of July 7, completed
resist, but Holzhay. shot him also, tabulating yesterday moving picture
searched the men and got away.
statistics, which show that 6,380,000,-00- 0
The authorities of two states took
nickels are paid yearly by
up the pursuit. Trains were watched
persons who love the "movie"
and stages guarded. But for a long shows.
time Holzhay evaded his pursuers. He
The figures, whicli are the first ofto
the
in
the
woods,
only
ficial
ones ever prepared in this
slept
going
villages for necessary food.
country, are expected to create
It was when he went to Republic
interest not alone among
moving picture men but the public at
large. The figures show that $319,- Ilccray! Bsby To
reecived in quarters,
000,000 was
dime and nickels; that $80,000,000
in the industry; that more
than
200,000 persons are employed,
No Longer Do Women Fear The Great,
and that 10,000,000 feet of picture
est of All Human Blessing.
films are produced weekly.
The statistics show a decrease in
It Is a Joy and comfort to know that
those
pains and other dis- saloon licenses in some of the small
tresses that are said to precede
er cities, which is attributed to the!
may easily be avoided. No woman need
wage earners' money going to the
fear the slightest discomfort If she will
instead of "the poor man's
"movies"
and
fortify herself with the
statistics will be ilinstrat- club."
The
remedy, "Mother's Friend."
a
ed
moving picture called "The
by
This la a most grateful, penetrating, external application that nt once softens and Shrinking Demipchn," in which a mon
makes pliant the abdominal muscles and ster demijohn is made by means of
ligaments.
They naturally expand without trick photography to decrease in size,
the slightest strain, and thus not only while at the same time a moving picbanish all tendency to nervous, twitching
ture theater grows from a toy size to
spells, but there is an entire freedom from
normal
proportions.
nausea, discomfort, sleeplessness and dread
on Mayor
Mr. Tiehenor will call
that so often leave their impress upon the
babe.
Gaynor to protest, against the action
The occasion is therefore one of un- of the building 'department in orderbounded, joyful anticipation, and too much
ing the exist of the new .Grand Censtress can not be laid upon the remarkable.
tral Palace enlarged and the floors
Influence which a mother's happy,
in anticipation of the
reinforced
disposition has upon the health and forcrowds expected. The
tunes of the generation to come.
Mother's Friend Is recommended only for matter will probably be taken to the
the relief and comfort of expectant mothers, courts, as architects employed by Mr.
thousands of whom have used ami recom- Tiehenor report that the load
per
mend It. You will find it on sale at all drug
foot allowed by the departsquare
stores at $1.00 a bottle. Write
to tli9
conies within the
Bradfleld Regulator Co., : Lamar V.ldg., ment's regulations
Atlanta, Ga,, for a most Instructive book on estimated weight of the mechanical
this greatest of alt subjects, molhcrlioad.
exhibits and possible attendance.
.
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il jSliS&Poiishes
LARCEST VARIETY

you are suffering- from Ecezema
Psoriasis or any other kind of skin
tronhle. drop Into our store for instant
elief. We will guarantee you to stop
jliat Itch In two seconds.
M'e have sold other remedies for skin
troubles, but none that wo could recommend as highly as this, a mild wash of
of Wintergreen Thymol and a few
TO BE RELEASED FROM PRISON Oil
other ingredients that have wrought
such wonderful cures all over the counTOMORROW AFTER SERVING
try.
24 YEARS
This compound Is known as D.D.D ,
Prescription for Eczema and It will cool,
and heal the Itchy, burning skin as
else can.
Marquette, Mich., July g. "Black nothing
DON'T use a cough medicine conr
A i!jc trial bottle will prove It.
career
whose
course
ail other druggists have) taining opium or morphine. They
Of
criminal
Barf Holzhay,
Prescription go to them if youj
wsa one of the most spectacular ever D.D.D.
can't corae to us but don't accept some constipate the bowels and do not
cure, only stifle the cough. Examine
substitute.
recorded in the United States, will be
But if you come to our etore, we aral the label and if the medicine conD.D.D.
will
for
do
youj
what
of
so
tomorrow
from the Marquette
certain
released
bottla on tains these harmful opiates refuse it.
that we offer you a full size
if you do not find that) Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
prison, after having served 24 years this guarantee:
it takes away the Itch AT ONCE it contains no opiates, is healing and
of a life sentehce imposed on him In costs
you not a cent,
O. G. Schaefer
and Tied
soothing.
LSS9 for murder. His release is made K. D. GOODALL, E. Las
Vegas. N. M. Cross Drug Store. Adv.
two
enacted
possible by legislation
years ago, which extends the benefits that the bandit was captured. Village
of the parole law to convicts undergo- Marshal
Glode
recognized "Black

Effects Her Deliverance.

PROMOTED
ARCHITECT
WHO
EQUITABLE BUILDING IS
ALSO SUED

Iowa.

four
If
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LOVE
HELPED

FIRST HUSBAND
SECOND
FORTUNE
A PAINT SALESMAN

TO

AMASS

IS
'
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Chicago, July 8. News reached Chicago of the mariage of Mrs. Mollis
"GILT EDGE" the only ladies' shoe
dressing that
positively contains Oih Blacks and Polishes ladies' Netcher, a woman of great wealth and.
anu cniMreivs boots and shoes, shines without rub- sole owner
of the Boston Store, to
bing, '25c. "FRENCH GIOSS," 10c
"DANDY" combination for
and polishing Solon Neuberger, a poor and obscura
cleaning
all limits or russet or tan shoes, Hoc. "STAR" siie, luc
d
Chicago paint salesman and a
"OUICK WHITE" (in liquid form with sponire) qulr
whilens duty canvas shoes, ltic. A25e.
Mrs. Netcher.
of
sweetheart
"ALBO" cleans and whitens BUCK, NCBUCK.
SWtuli. and CANVAS SHuf.S. Jn round white cuk.-The wedding was performed, it was
packed iu Eine buxea, with sponge, 10c. In handsome, large aluminum boxes, with sponge, iuc.
said, in Portland, Ore., Thursday afIf your dealer does not keep the kind you want, semi us
ternoon at Multnomah hotel. The coutile prlee m stamps for full alzu package, clinrires paid,
WHtTTTEMORE BROS. & CO.,
ple made every effort to keep the af20-2Albany Slroot, Cambridge,
Mas
The Oidest and Largest Manufacturers o
fair a
They left Portland last
Shoe Polishes in the World.
on their honeymoon trip, merenight
OE SHOOTING
ly saying that they would receive tha
tliat not only iiis wife but his father congratulations
0
their Chicago
and his children gave of the shooting, friends tsome time peon."
BY HER
ADMITS
CONFRONTED
lie docliired that his first story was
The story of the romance goes far,
THAT HE TRIED TO COMMIT
false and that the others in the house- back to the time when 'Chicago as a
SUICIDE
hold told the truth.
business center was young and when
State's Attorney Warner has order- the bride and groom cf Thursday were
Winsted, Conn., July 8. Frederic ed several
physicians to examine Judd a boy and girl.
.ludd, organist of the Methodist church to'
as to whether the wound
testify
The bride was then Miss Mollie Alp- of Falls Village, is at his father's home
could have been
.frs.
A simple little girl from the
nier.
in a serious condition with a bullet .Tudd
said that her husband had been country, she came to Chicago a num
The
bullet
below his right shoulder.
drinking .heavily in the morning be- ber of years ago. Almost colnciuent
severed a large artery. First Judd fore he officiated a
the Methodist with her coming she met Solomon
said his wife shot him. When she church as
organist at the funeral of Neuberger.
had
confronted him later and said he
Mrs. Agnes Burns, wife of the pastor,
The boy loved the ;irl and told her
tried to kill himself he admitted she and that
he continued drinking after- so shortly after the meeting. The girl
told the truth.
ward.
her closest friends believed, returned
Judd's father, George S. Judd, who
She could assign no reason that the affection. But the love affair was
is 80 years old, corroborated the ver- would
actuate him to hill himself save not to reach its culmination then. littsion of the shooting given by his son's an attack of
hysterics.
le Mollie had become a clerk in the
wife. So did thslr four hildren, the'
Boston store.
oldest of whom Is a girl of 15 ,
The agonizing discomfort and sense
She was ambitious and succeeded In.
The bullet, of large caliber, pierced of suffocation that
accompany
hay
attarcting attention to her business
perilously near Judd's heart. He rush- fever and asthma may be greatly al
Soon Charles Netcher, ona
ed out of his home In Sharon, two leviated hy the use of Foley's Honey capacity.
of the store and buyer
owners
It has soothing of the
miles from Falls Village, this after- and Tar Compound.
that the sales of
noticed
the
reon
for
mucus
firm,
the
effect
and
linings,
noon and implored a neighbor to hitch
lieves the gasping and ticklin? sen- the little clerk went far in excess of
a fast horse to a buggy and drive him sation in the throat and bronchial
those of the other girls, lie looked
to Dr. Francis Skiff of Falls Village. tubes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
her up and discovered that not only
Td prevent himself from bleeding to Drug Store. Adv.
did she have business acumen, hut
death Judd stoically stuck his finger
was personally charming.
into the bullet hole and kept it there
ABOUT THE WEATHER
His attentions hegan to rival those
Dr.
hands.
Skiff's
into
he
until
passed
of
the earlier suitor. Neuberger
The artery was sewed together and
of winning tne girl and almost
A
YEAR
is
NOW
but
FHOil
there
the wound is not mortal,
trying. Then. Netcher and
gave
up
grave danger of glood poisoning beMs
clerk were married, and
little
cause of the Insertion of Judd's finSUN SPOST MAKE LONG DISTANCE Nepberger continued in his narrow life
ger into the wound.
behind the counter of a local paint
FORECASTS POSSIBLE SAY
State's Attorney D. T. Warner of
store.
ASTRONOMERS
Salisbury has the case under advise
Only to Ills mother, Mrs.- A. Neufirst
Judd's
ment and is investigating
of 5134 Indiana aven, di;1 ':
S.
dis
berger
Astronomical
Chicago, July
story that his wife shot him and the
of the ache that always was
tell
coveries
scientists
that
make
say
may,
him
to
kill
other that he attempted
'
it possible to forecast weather condi his heart. Mr. and Mrs. Netcher were
.
self.
Mixed with the joy of their
Judd and his wife and children have tions a season in advance were an happy.
domestic
life was the thrill of build-in.- ?
B.
nounced
bv
L.
Professor
two
today
the
last
been separated for
years.
into
greatness one of Chicago's
Mrs. Judd and the little ones have Frost of Yerkes observatory, Williams
institutions.
business
largest
Wis.
announcement
The
the
is
been living in Ansonia, but about two Bay,
The
store
Boston
grew. Netcher beten
of
ob
result
tabulation
of
of
offices
years'
the
weeks ago, through
came
the
sole
proprietor. Ha gave his
Judd's aged father, a reconcllition took servatioiis of the sun.
once
the
wife,
simple Hi tie clerk, credrecords
The
show
"solar
the
that
place, and Mrs, Judd and the four
it
the
for
development. Mrs. Netcher
children returned to the Judd home constant" does not exist, as the sun is
did
more
during her first husband's
a
variable star, and that solar radiastead in Sharon.
than
life
build
up the store. She per
is
tion
indicated
sun
the
Dr.
spots
Skiff
After Judd was attended by
by
enter the real estate
to
him
suaded
he went to the Rocky Dell, a tavern which wax and wane in a regular
were shrewd.
field.
Her
suggestions
11
years.
in Limerock, and there freely told the cycle of
times a milbecame
Netrher
many
were
accordThe
observatons
when
made,
he
but
story accusing his wife,
lionaire.
got back home and heard the version ing to. Professor Frost, to bring the
Nine years ago the first husband
science of astronomy to the aid of
and Mrs' Netchcr 6ecn,e,i ,vrap-knoagriculture in order that farmers mavfi,ed
Ped
P in the busine9S career sbe IiaJ
in advance of planting seasons
out for hfirso,f and for h,sr ,lead
what crop prospects are.
Variation in solar heat, amounting nusbBndto $otct the
She
ief that h3
tried
wasi
K
in
nor
,nnr than
wlc
discovered. Radiation from the sun death had brought by entering Into
heavier and more responsible business
is high when sun spots are numerous.
deals. Several years ago she brought
in
are
At present sun spots
few, but
to their feet
four years it may be expected that a Chicago speculators
a
breathless
of real estate
series
by
large number will develop, according
coups that now have netfer her sevto Professor Frost.
l
observers are' now eral millions.
In the meantime, while the wealthy
devoting their chief attention to the
woman was carrying on
observation of sun spots, which ex- and brilliant
hed
the dollars grow
work
of
making
perience has shown are the things
of adding to the list cf Chicago's
and
which most affect all conditions of life
Industries, Neuberger went on selling
Upon the correct answer to
on this planet.
paint. Only now and then would he
this question will depend
confide to his mother that he still and
much of the pleasure of your
If a substitute is offered you for
always would love the little girl whom
means
a
it
not
avail
cheapyourFoley Kidney Pills,
outing. Why
he
seemed to have lost forever in
is
for
er
medicine
pressed upon you
self of the assistance of the
the dealer's profit, not yours. Foley his boyhood.
undersigned, one of the SanKidney Pills may cost the dealer
Occasionally they met. Mrs. Netchmore than a cheap substitute, but
ta Fe's summer tour specialwho after the der,th of h"r huser,
they give better results than any oth- band
ists? His help will cost you
began to be called .the "world's
er kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
most
brilliant business woman," alfind
O.
O.
will
Schaeit
for
Pills.
but
Foley Kidney
you
nothing,
fer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv. ways was gracious. But the paint
invaluable.
salesman had to look up. Ho felt
DELEGATES AT LOS ANGELES
did not dare revive the ef.rly buI.
Los Angeles, Calif., July 8. Dele
3
f'n.V!
How the second vohis
gates to the International convention nprc"vpl!Kriri im net. vpi i,f.m tr.l
o the Christian Endeavor union con
'"Vie would rat In
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
'
n tl
t id 11
H
tinue.d to pour into
!
California, (he Northwest
Ail Elssns point to au aw
t'H lai
IT f to 11"
Chicago, Adiroiidatks, (lie
attendance. The convention will
Northern Late Regions, or
formally opened tomorrow ni ' t with
t
an address by Dr. Franc's r, C'uk.'i tr
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
the founder and president of the so
hoy-boo-
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An example of this improvement is
Still on Trial
vs. Garcia was ciled in the Nebo national
The case
forest,
ESTABLISHED
again called for trial yestorday morn- Utah. In 1908, when that forest was
ing In ,the federal court, following a created, the ranges within the forest
recess $f on week. Mrs. Bessie Wil- boundaries were found to he badly
Published By
because
son, mother of the plaintiff was on the overgrazed and trampled
THr. OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
and a there was a lack of any control or
stand under
(Incorporated.)
deposition Of one of the witnesses for supervision over 'the areas. One of
the plaintiff was also introduced. The the areas was at that time estimated
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
Case will probably occupy the greater to be capable of carrying only 3,000
head of cattle. Now, through conserpart of the week.
vative and judicious distribution of
New Company Incorporated
cattle over the ranges, and imthe
has
company
Noswald
Milling
The
filed incorporation papers with the provements in water conditions, the
state corporation commission. The carrying capacity of the ange has been
Entered it the pouffice at East Company's headquarters are at Gold- increased until, In the present grazLas Yojas, New Me:.!co, for trauv en, Santa Fe county, and Archbald D. ing season, nearly 8,000 head of catmission through the UUted States Brown is the agent for the new com- tle are using this particular area, and
a few hundred
snails ia iccond class matter.
pany. The incorporators are Herbert forest officers feel that
W. Clark, Katherine G. Sullivan and head more can he safely grazed there
T. W. La Rue al lot East Las Vegas. without Injury.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Carrier
The company has a capital stock of
Daily, by
05
$20,000 divided into $1.00 shares, and
I'or Copy
CACIES QUARANTINE
15
Ono Week,
started business with $3,000 paid in,
C3
Ono Month
each of the incorporators holding 1,000
$7.50 shares.
One Year
NEW MEXICO LIE I E
Taos County Instiutte
Daily, by Mail
?G.OO
The Taos county normal institute
One Year
Miss Man IN THIS STATE THE QUARANTINE
3,00 is being held this week.
Six Months
HAS BEEN LIFTED IN ALindustrial
of
the
head
ette Myers,
MOST ALL COUNTIES
Dr. David R.
education
department,
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
of
Boyd, president of the University
GROWER
Washington, July 8. The secretary
New Mexico and Professor Vaughn of
12.00
One Year
of
agriculture, under date of July 15,
the Agricultural college, "will atleud.
ordered released from quarantine
Sis Months
has.
ronductcd
by
is
The institute
heing
for scabies, a contagious communProfessor George J. Martin of the
normal school at El icable disease of cattle, the remaind
Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- Spanish-Americaer of the state of South Dakota and
Rito.
tions.)
Mexico.
New
This releases from
Board of Equalization Meets
Remit by draft, check or money orin South Dakota the counquarantine
in
is
The state board of equalization
der. I sent otherwise we will not
ties of Lawrence, Pennington, Cussession today and will probably remain
be responsible for loss.
Fall River, Washington, Shannon,
ter,
in session from day to day for several Bennett and
Specimen copies free on
Washabaugh. In New
meets
at
the
presweeks. The hoard
Mexico the quarantine is raised from
ent time under the new law which the fo'llowing:
Counties of Union,
makes it a final board of complaint Guadalupe, Quay, Roosevelt, Chaves,
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
in tax matters, and complainants are
Eddy, that portion of Torrance coun
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
already gathering in the city awaiting ty lying east and south of the E' Paso
PAID FOR
their turn. The governor, however, Is & Rock Island railway, that portion
still out of town, and it is probable of Lincoln county lying east and
Advertisers are guaranteed the that the board will not get down to south of the El Paso & Northeastern
"largest daily and weekly circulation active work until the last of this week and the El Paso & Rock Island rail
of any nerwspaper in northern New or the first of next.
ways, and that portion of Otero counMexico.
Not Decided Yet
ty lying east of the Ei Paso & North
Although, a majority of those to eastern railway.
In the state of Montana, the county
whom was given the responsibility for
TELEPHONES
fund
school
of
7the
Fergus is released from quaranpermanent
.Main 2 investing
Business Office .
to believe that the tine, and in the state of Nebraska
were
Inclined
9
..Main
News Department
greatest good, would come by investing the county of Thomas Is released
the $120,000 in the, fund in the state from quarantine for scabies. Thi3
TUESDAY, JULY 8, 19J3.
road bonds, It is stated that the legal means that the prohibition against
aspect Of the case is. now being exam- shipping cattle from these previously
actual decision in the quarantined districts into othe- secMA1UUAOH UV TO DATE ined, and the
now
is
tions
ended.
matter will not be made until some
B
The same order replaces, under
this week when the provisions of
day
New
Records of licenses issued in
'
constitution
of the quarantine for scabies in the state
the
and
law
the
York and in Chicago show that mar
of Wyoming the newly named and or
subject have been carefully looked up.
age continues to be in high favor
ganized counties of Pratt, Goshen
New
Law
Licenses
Under
Many
and was never more popular than at The new automobile law seems to ind Niobrara, and continues under
in Nobraska that portion
present. In Chicago it has teen
ba much more popular with the motor juarantino
moted to some extent by pecuniary re- - car men of the state than the old one of Garden county north of the North
wards offered by a large packing com The new law went into effect June 12, Platte river, which was formerly part
pany to all of its employees that mar and in less than one month 260 auto li of Denel county.
ry. But in this city no mercenary censes have been Issued, the total now
inducement or official patronage has
being 1,340. It 'hardly seems possible
Mexico
been needed. "We have broken the that even now all the autos in New
narecorded by the unaided force of
Mexico have paid the state license fee
tive love and valor, says the New York for El
OUTPUT INGREASrS
Paso, Texas, with less than
World.
New
of
of
(he
population
The fact is the more interesting be-- 1
Mexico, has over 1,000 licensed auto REPORT JUST COMPILED SHOWS
runss
it
at
least
causa In appearance
mobiles operating there, under a city
IS GOING
THAT
STATE
contray to the doctrine of Malthus license law. Under the old a flat rate
AHEAD IN INDUSTRY
that marriage ratios vary Inversely of $11 waffi the cost of each license
with the cost of living. This year, now licenses are
graded according to
The value of the mine, output of
though food prices are high, the num- the horse power of the machine, rang
gold,
silver, copper, lead, and zinc in
ber of marriages is higher.
ing from $2 to $12.
New Mexico in 1912, according to
that
moreover,
It is worth noting,
to Penitentiary
Charles W. Henderson, of the United
never before was the institution of L. G. Brought
House of Albuquerque, was States geological survey, was $8,527,-95tnariage more continuously under dis brought
as against $2,704,813 in 1911, an
to, this city Saturday aftercussion and contention than during noon
A. C. Burtless
Sheriff
ncreae
of $5,823,112.
by
Deputy
the past six months. Under a demand of Bernalillo county, and placed in the
of gold showed an
The
production
for "eugenic mariage," efforts have
there to begin serving a increase of $21,638; silver,- $227,165;
penitentiary,
been made to restrict issues of licen- sentence of from IS months to two
copper, $5,107,979; lead, $113,751; and
ces to persons of approved health and
"of
was
convicted
pass-'
House
zinc, $352,579.
years.
of fitness to support a family. In apwas "given a
Socorro county produced, chiefly
but
worthless
checks,
ing
position has been the propaganda of suspended sentence. He did not be- from the siliveous ore mines of Mo- "ethical mariage," which appears to have as the judge thought he should, go'ilon, $525,629 in gold, or 67 per cent
aim at exempting the contracting par- so he was ordered to commence serv- - of the total state yield. There were
ties from everything except affinity. ing his terra..
ncrease yields of gold in Grant, Luna,
About as sensible a scheme as any
Otero and Santa Fe counties, chiefly
is that of two farmers in Ohio who in
from siliceous, copper and lead ores.
The output of placer gold was $16,- arranging a marriage between the son
OVERGRAZED STOCK
of one and the daughter of the other,
926, against $18,714 in 1911.
Of the silver yield Socorro county
put up each a bond for the ryht conduct of his child. This seems to seRANGES COME BACK produced, chiefly front the Mogolion
cure both eugenics and ethics by the
district, 1,126,429 fine ounces, or 73
business.
of
methods
ordinary
simple
per cent of the state total. Grant
--Or
.. .
ACRES DAMAGED BYr OVERSTOC- county furnished 356,057 ounces, chieflKING CAN BE' (MPfypl'ED BY J y, .froirj siliceous, copper and lead
ores; these' two counties combined
""regulation
4NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
produced over 96 per cent of the
8.
The
improved total silver yield.
Washington. July
44.4The copper output of the state was
condition 6fUhe' national' forest range
8.
N.
M.,
Santa Fe,
July
Theboardj afler reefed grazing is pointed "to chiefiy from Grant county, which proof loan commissioners will meet this,, exT;erta 0f the department of agri- - duced 32.952,133 pounds, or 97 per
week: to arrange for tne sale of the culture ag a demonstration that areas cent or the total yieia
The increase in the copper output
Sena B bonds, provided for in iD!.wh!ch have been severely damaged
came chiefly from the operations of
state constitution.
and
sheep
through overstocking hy
which
Appointed supreme Court Reporter eaUle can be brought back to their the Chino Copper company,
a great tow grade copper
Jud-- a John It. McFle has been
ntog
s
a
sys-irarrying power through
.
. .
- .....,.. . TlTf
Mil, ..4. .T' f f,
deposit at Santa Rita by steam shov-tern of sufficiently intelligent use.
,
TInr-at
concentrated
els. This ore is
trie fiialo supreme court, and as such
When the government took charge
has
been
ton
where
a
5,000
plant
ley,
tare charge of the compiling if of the livestock ranges within the natwo sections
soluraes Xoa. 17 and IS of the New tional forests some of them were so erected in five sections,
beginning!
the
at
in
operation
being
!;': co reports.
badly overgrazed and otherwise injur- of the year 1912 and the other three
Militia Order Changed
ed from reckless handling of the
being successively placed in opera"fn a previous order regarding the stock that their
grazing value appear- tion during the year, the last being
vt;;io militia encampment, General ed to have been almost entirely descompleted in December. The annual
A
Brookes, adjutant general of tne troyed. Many of these ranges, howreport of this company shows that
e, fc.ia states! that all companies ever, have been restored and made
no more than four sections of the
on
i!d leave their homo stations
as valuable a9 ever. On several of
plant were operated continuously for
:
hist this order has been the forests results have more than
any part of the year 1912, hut It Is
in a minor detail, ami E and Justified the expectations
r.j.-'.and the pianned to operate ail five sections.
vl Cue Wid w ill not oiiirrJu until range lilifWlsiT condition that it The total gross production by this
f .Tttiv 1
eT C:T WIS. '
Tn.r!ti
(
pounds of
company was :!,237,958

copper. The average copper content!
of the ore treated was 2.077 per cent,
and the average recovery of copper
contained in concentrates was H1.63
per cent, equivalent, to 25.6 pounds of
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copper per ton of ore treated.
The Lordsburg copper district was
second in importance, with an output
The Best Medicine In tho World
of 3,155,585 pounds, an increase of
"My little girl had dysentery very
700,249 pounds. There was also a bad.
I thought she would die. ChamPinos
small output from Hanover and
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Altos. The Burro mountain district, Remedy cured her, and I can truthwhere much development work has fully say that I think it is the best
medicine In the world," writes Mrs.
been done in the last six years, made
William Orvis, Clare, Mich. For sale
a small output. The coppr mines by all dealers. Adv.
and smelter at San Pedro, Santa Fe
county, were reopened in August and
DOMINION CHESS TOURNEY
operated throughout the rest of the
Winnipeg, July 8. A number of
year.
Of the lead output Grant county well known chess experts are taking
pounds, chiefly part in the tournament which began
produced 2,309,732
a
from the Central district; the
in this city today to decide the DoyieldSocorro
county,
minion chess championship.
The
ditsrict,
Luna county tournament, which will continue for
ed 2,192,792 pounds;
yielded 827,556 pounds, chiefly from one week, is under the auspices of the
the Victorio district; and the Gallinas Canadian Chess association.
district, Lincoln county, yielded 103,.
911 pounds.
The increase for the
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
state for 1912 was 2,527,796 pounds.
reKansas City, July 8. Hogs,
1,984,435
Concentrates
contained
Good coffee helps a whole lot in
pounds of lead, and crude ore sent ceipts 12,000. Market 5 to 10 cents
to smelters, 3,509, 5S3 pounds.
higher. Bulk $8.909; heavy $8.90
the day
Why not send your husThe tonnage of zinc sulphide con9; packers and butchers
$8.95
fret and
band off smiling to withstand
centrates from Kelly, Socorro county, 9.05; lights $99.05; pigs $7.75
decreased somewhat, but the tonnage 8.50.
The
office?
best
fatigue of hot day the
of zinc carbonate ore increased, with
Cattle, receipts 6,000, including 1,200
assurance of delfcious coffee is to m?ke it
a resultant mall increase In zinc yield southerns. Market strong to 10 cents
in ideal fashion in an Electric Percolator.
for this county, from wTilch comes the higher. Prime fed steers $8.408.75;
greater part of the zinc output of dressed heef steera $7.258.3g; westAn Electric Percolator is the most convenNew Mexico. In addition to the mag- ern steers
southern
$6.508.25;
ient way, too, because you can use it right
netic separation and
steers $5.607.25; cows $4.257.25;
mill of the
the breakfast table. If your home is
company, heifers
stokcers and
$6.258.65;
the new concentration mill of the feeders
bulls
wired for Electric Light and you have not
$5.757.25;
$5.758;
Ozark company (with flotation equip- calves
$69.
an Electric Percolator, you are overlooking
ment also), was placed in operation
Market 10
Sheep, receipts, 6,000.
in 1913, and the output for 1913 may cents
a decided convenience
you and your
higher. Lambs $5.757.50;
show a considerable increase. In Janto
wethers
bound
are
$4.255.25;
yearlings
$56;
appreciate.
family
uary, 1912, the zinc aeposlts at Han- ewes
$3.754.50; stackers and feedover, Grant county, were reopened
ers $2.504.
after being idle a year, and a 'large
An
tonnage of zinc concentrates was
shipped from Pinos Altos, In, Luna
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
county a considerable tonnage of zinc
Chicago, July 8. Wheat developed
carbonate were made from the Tres fresh weakness today on account of
Hermanas and Victorio districts.
The operation of an Electric Percolator is
liberal country acceptances of bids for
The number of productive mines in the new crop. Bullish foreign condivery simple. All you have to do is to
New Mexico in 1912 was 145, of which tions were Ignored.
Opening figures
water into
26 were plain, against 105 in 1911, of
pot, the coffee into the condecline to a shade ad- varied from
which 20 were placers. The average
Percolaon the
at
and
mce. September wheat started
total recoverable value per ton of ore 89
off to a shade
to 89,
one minute
tion commences in less
produced decreased from $11.54 in higher, fell to 89. The close was
is
coffee
made
and
without
the
1911 to $6.29 in 1912, owing to the
boiling
net
steady with September
e
copper ore lower at
large tonnage pf
coffee
delicious
hence,
injurious
85.
handled by the Chino Copper com
September corn opened a shade to
elements. Its simplicity of construction
tons
A
short
of
1,352,286
total
pany.
to 62 and swung
at
higher
of ore from New Mexico was sold or
and rapid heating qualities make it espeand . The close was
between 61
treated in 1912, an increase over 1911
at 61
for September, the
cially desirable
of 1,119,587 tons. Of this tota'l 106,- - steady
as
same
last
night
198 tons went to amalgamating and
September oats started a shade low-- !
syaniding mills, 1,142,002 tons went
to n. shade higher at 42 to 42
f.r
to mills ror conceyrrating only, and
and
dropped to 41 hut recovered to
104,086 tons went crude to smelters
42.
Of the $420,447 in gold and 842,018
An advance at the yards, strengthounces of silver in bullion produced
in New Mexico in 1912, the cyanide ened provisions. First sales were 2
process yielded $383,698 in gold and to 7 higher, with September prices
for pork; $11.72
841,575 ounces of silver, the remain $21.05 to $21.07
for
der being recovered by amalgamation. to $11.75 for lard and $11.92
ribs. The closing quotations were:
for a time today, but bea traders beEfforts to bring about a sustained
Wheat, July 88; September 88; gan to cover when it became evident movement either way weere abandonthat their efforts were not provoking ed when tentative selling or buying orTOBACCO TRUST AGAIN December 92.
fern. July 60; September 61; general selling. The market rose as ders failed to alter prices much.
December 58.
The market closed heavy. Union
easily as it had declined in the early
TARGET FOR ATTACKS Oats, July 40; September 41; trading and before noon a full recovery Pacific declined more readily than
December 43.
was made. Bonds were irregular.
other issues, falling to the lowest of
Pork, July $21.20; September $21.05.
Renewed heaviness in stocks was the session. The last sales were:
PROMISE TO AID IN
SENATORS
s
Lard, July $11.60; Sept. $11.72i3; produced by the breaking' off of
, . 63
Amalgamated Copper
HAVING REAL DISSOLUTION
October $11.77.
107
between trainmen and manag- Sugar bid
BY SUPREME COURT
Ribs, July $11.90;
Sept.
$11.90; ers of the eastern railroads in their Atchison
, . 95
October $11.67.
156
effort to effect an agreement on wage Reading ...
,
Washington, July 8. Despite the
92
.
schedules. A further engagement of Southern Pacific
decree of the United States circuit
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
.144
$2,000,000 to Paris facilitated the re- Union Pacific
court for the southern district of New
New York, July 8. Resumption of action which brought hack the list to United States Steel ,
52
tobacco selling met with a
York, dissolving the
degree of success near the lowest of tho morning.
United States Steel, pfd....:....104
trust, the operations of this concern
have net ceased. A movement is on
foot in congress to bring about a real
fi
dissolution of the trust through action by the supreme court.
I
Felix H. Levy of New York, who
acted as special assistant to Attorney
Generals Moody and Bonaparte in the
prosecution of the tobacco ,. trust
1- -3
cases, was in Washington todr.y and
$1.75 Values for
98c
held conferences with various senak
tors who are opposed to the trust.
ALL
$2.00 Values for
...$1.19
Senator Cummins of Iowa introduc
ed a bill in the present session, pro
viding for an opening of the time for
an appeal to be filed from the decree
of the circuit court of New Yprk to
tne federal supreme court. The biil
H
e
of Senator Cummins direct? th at!
torney general to take such an-a1- -3
off
All
to
the
peal
supremo cemt. Senator
3
Whole Fsa.mily
Cummins's object was to discover, it
possible, whether the decree of the
circuit court in accordance with the
decree of the supreme court setting
forth that in" dissolving the '.obaceo
trust such dissolution snoti1 result
in honest competition ncm? restore
to the tobacco trade.
According to the anr.ir.ient of the
50c Boy's Caps, Each
39c
50c Suspenders, Per Pair
...39c
independent tobacco mm, the Lvi.n- oato of the circuit court n f1
Coc Boy's Blouse Waists
49c
$1.23 Shirts, All Sizes, Each..
'i;g the trust, as framed, wcil': not
!
in
the restoration of romjieii-tesult
03c Raibran Union Suits.
49c
50c Leather Belts. Each
tion in the tobacco world, as co'itcm- plated by the supreme ci;,ir of the
United States in its decision
THE STOilE OF QUALITY"
!
the trust.
515- - 317
(
Opposite
The attorney generals of Virpniin,
North Carolina, South Carolina and
Railroad
Castaneda
New York coincide in this view of
i
Avenue
the matter. As a consequence, Senait
Hotel
tor Cummins reintroduced his hl'il.
.

n

new

ed assurances today from these senators with whome he was in conference, that they would take active
steps to procure a reconsideration of
the whole matter by the federal supreme court.
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j
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Is believed

that

Mr. Levy receiv- -

E. Las Vegas.

LAS

PERSONALS
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Father Moog o San Miguel waa a
visitor In town today.
Attorney W. J. Lucas was a business visitor in Santa Fe yesterday.
James Polk; of Larner, Kan., was a
business visitor In the city today.
M. Greenberger 'left last night for
Denver, where he is to spend his vacation.
John S. Clark returned today from
Wagon Mound where he has been on
business.
L. E. Wilson, a well known commercial man of Dallas, Tex., was a
business visitor here today..
Miss Bertie Leonard eft this afternoon for Sands where she will visit
friends for the next few days.
Miss Mildred Stewart left this afternoon for Levy where she will visit
friends for the coming few weeks.
D. R. Carroll of Fowler, Colo., arrived in Las Vegas last night and will
be a business visitor for a short time.
F. J. Fredericks returned this afternoon from Colmor where he has been
a business visitor for the past few
days.
Sam

F. Woola of Wichita, Kas.,
was a visitor in town yesterday. Mr.
Woola is the author of many popular
books.
Harry 'w. Kelly Jr., will return this
evening from Denver where he ha3
been attending school for the past nine
months.
insurance adB. J. Criswell, an
came in
Albuquerque,
juster fom
last night for a short business visit
,
in Las Vegas.
Mrs. Fred Westerman and daughter
have returned from the east where
they have been visiting for the past
several weeks.
Mrs. David Best and Miss Mary
Shumate of Rocky Ford, Col., are
here visiting with their sister, Miss
t
Letha Shumate.
Charles Doll, the well known repBisresentative of the Loose-Wile- s
cuit company of Denver, was a business
visitor here today.
and
E. H. Durgin, representative
expert in shooting for the Winchester
Arms company, is a business v.'sitor
in Las Vegas for a few days. ,
W. J. Staley, representative of the
Morris Packing company, with headquarters in Albuquerque, Is in town
for a few days' business visit.
Charles Cassidy of Mora left yesterday for his home at that place after
having heen a patient at a local. hospital for the past several weeks.
F. 0. Brown of Dallas, Texas, came
in today to visit his daughter Mrs.
I'hil Le Nolr. Mr. Brown is one of
Ihe prominent residents of Dallas.
Mrs. W. K. Etter and two children
their
came in this afternoon from
louw in Arkansas City. Mrs. Etter
ia visiting her sister Mrs. January.
Mrs. Robert E. Kane of Topeka,
Kas., is in Las Vegas visiting her
brother and mother, Mrs. Morrison
and KJeorge Morrison, for several
months.
G. R. Loevs of Newton, Kan., came
in this afternoon from his home In
that town. ftlr. Loevs is on a' visit and
expects to look at land while in this
locality.
W. F. Olson came in last night
from Santa Fe, where he has been
on business for the past few days.
Mr. Olsen is a prominent real estate
'

-

-

man

of Chicago.
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MURDER TRIAL STARTS

,

B.

Lieutenant
Houston, Tex., July
Loren H. Call, of the United States
aviation corps, was killed early today
by the collapse and fall of his aeroplane north of Texas City. He had
started his flight from the aviation
field in the second army division
mobilization camp.
The accident occured several miles
from the troop camp. First information was that the machine was completely wrecked and that the officer
was dead when found. He was regarded as one of the best army avia
tors. Yesterday he made a 25 mile
flight In 25 minutes.
Lieutenant Call was born In Washington, D. C, In 1888. and was appointed second lieutenant in the coast
artillery from Kansas, September 25,
1900.
He was promoted to first lieutenant July 1, 1911.
The dangerous thing known to aviators as a "warm air current" is held
responsible for Call's death. The
young lieutenant rose from the avation
-field bordering the gulf early this
morning, .turned his biplan northward
and flew over the level stretches near
the artillery camp at an altitude of
about 500 feet. He was plainly visible
to several soldiers, who said that his
machine seemed to be running smoothly when suddenly it plunged almost
straight to the earth. Te fall broke
nearly every bone in Call's body.
The "warm air", theory was advanced by officers at the aviation camp
who were familiar with the territory
over which Lieutenant Call flew.
While a board will be named to Investigate, the view is expressed that
nothing remains about the wreckage
to show the real cause of the
8.

SERVIANS'
Vienna. JulySiJfe.

REPULSED

CUBAN POLICE

CHIEF

After repulsing
several small Servian forces the Bulin penWILL flIE OF WOUNDS
garian troops have succeeded
commiswar
the
to
Vrnya,
etrating
sariat; station, of .the Servian army,
HAVANA SCENE OF BLOODY RIOT
according to the Sofia dispatch to the
POLITICIANS ARE ARRESTThe
Bulgarians,
Neue Freie presse.
ED AND JAILED
it says,' are how advancing along the
coris
Morava river. If this report
Havana, Cuba, July 8. General Arrect the Bulgarians have by their admando
Riva, chief of the Cuban naServians
of
vance cut off a huge body
"
was still alive today
tional
police,
from Belgrade.
but the surgeons declared that there
was no hope of his recovery from the
Turks Occupy Territory.
bullet wound he received last evengov8.
Turkish
The
London, July
with
to
ing duding a pistol fight on the Paoro.
occupy
ernment today decided
Order has been maintained everyits' armed forces all the territory witha
line running from where in the republic, although parin the
the Aegean sea to the Bhick sea tisan excitement runs high.
Bail was refused to Gen. Ernesto
decided
which has been virtually
beAsbert,
line
governor of Havana province.
upon as the future boundary
tween Bulgaria: and Turkey, according Senor Vidal Morales and Represento a Constantinople telegram to the tative Arias, who were arrested for
participating in the fighting which
Exchange Telegraph company.
brought about in consequence of a
raid by. General Riva on the Asbert
MINE STRIKERS SHOOT
club on Saturday night when memS.
That
W.
Va.,
July
Charleston,
bers were taken into custody for
Creek
Cabin
th shootine at Opley on
gambling.
other
strikers
from
of
was the act
General Asbert said he did not fire
mines, was established by the superthe affray and that Representduring
at
intendent by the Cabin Creek
ative Arias fired only when he had
today.'
been assaulted by General Riva.
The men"who were fired on by the
Many witnesses, nowever, assert tnat
out
sworn
strikers- lift evening have
all three of the arrested mea fired rewarrants for six strikers and other
peatedly.
warrants will be issued during the
General Asbert and Representative
day.
Arias were consigned to the city
No inkling as to the names of the
prison on a charge of mnvde" by th.t
men for whom the warrants were ismagistrate and Senator Morales resued was given but the statement was mains under de e:iticn.
made that many of the attacking force
Enos-Mldi-

.
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REINSTATED

Eenvcr, July 8. The district court
today ordered the reinstatement of
Mi.s Josephine Roche, the former po- lice woman discharged by the fire
and police board shortly before the
close of the Arnold administration,
Mifs Roche contended that she was
under civil service and could not be
formal
except,
discharged
tipon
charges and after a hearing. The district court sustained her contention.
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-

-
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TODAY'S BASEBALL!
National League,
at New York; clear.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn; clear.
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia; ciear,
St. Louis at Boston; clear.
Chicago

American League.
No games scheduled.
American Association.
at Indianapolis; clear.
Louisville at Columbus; clear.
Minneapolis at Milwaukee; clear.
St. Paul at Kansas "City r cloudy.
Toledo

WORLD NOTES.

i

Western League.
St. Joseph at Lincoln; cloudy.
Des Moines at "Wichita; clear.
Sioux City at Topeka; clear.

A

The Swiss Federal council has decided on September 15 next as the
date for the meting of a conference
of delegates from the governments
of the principal industrial countries
in Europe, by Invitation of the Swiss
government, to consider the drafting
of an international agreement to prohibit the employment of girls and
boys below specified ages and to fix
a maximum ten hour day for workers
within certain other ages.

Omaha at Denver; clear.
YESTERDAY'S

OF THE CONDITION OF THE

BrooklynNew

$ 137,420.01
19.500 00

York, 6;

i

Brook-'iyH-

.,,-

fit for human consumption by the

Deposits'..

'

I.'

137,009 76

Total Uubilitics
Practically
municipal veterinarles.
Vice President, H.
the whole population of Flores is in President, W. Q. Havdon,
W. Kellv: Treasurer. U. T. Hopkins. Directors
bed. Many lambs had died but the Jacob
Gross. H. W. Kelly. J. H. Stearns, Frank
veterinarles declared the deaths were Springer.
i,SB
due only to indigestion. The animals State of New Mexico
County of San Miituel
sold
for
were
and
exhumed
thereupon
W.O. Havdon, President, and J. H. Stearns
7 cents a pound.
The government is H. W. Kelly and Frank Spiinirer. Directors, of
taking steps to prosecute the local the Las Vestas Saviiu's Bank of Las Vegas, New
authorities, veterinaries and doctors. Mexico, a batik owiin-- under the laws of
$108,0-19.3-

i

the grand

circuit

meeting

today

DUTIES INCREASE TREASURY
New York, July 8. The
United
States; treasury has been enriched
during the last decade to the extent
of $10,123,427 in duties upon foreign
"built automobiles biought Into this
port. In the period named 8,877 machines of all classes were imported
here, aggregating $22,507,615 in appraised foreign value, subject to a
duty of 45 per cent. The, statistics
prepared at the custom house show
that during the last three fiscal years
ending June 30, tbe importation of
automobiles has fallen off. In 1912,
for instance, 2.2S6 were imported compared with 1,381 in 1909.
RODMAN LAW INJURED
Hackensack, N. J., July 8. Rodman Law, after being shot out of a
cannon, dropped from balloons and
airships, clumped into the ocean on
a speeding 'motorcycle and escaping
unhurt from; g, score of other danger
ous feats, came to grief yesterday in
a three foot fall from a wagon. His
shoulders were sprained badly and a
finger so lacerated that he will have
to have it amputated. Although not
serious, yesterday's injurie-- . are the
'
.
worst he ever had.

sweepstakes.

My commission expires

BOLL WEEVIL CONQUERED
New Orleans, July 8. The govern-

ment experts here are of the belief
that the boll weevil is no 'longer a
serious meance to cotton. Despite
the large number of weevils this year
Louisiana and Mississippi bid fair to
produce record crops. Careful atten.
tion Is declared to be the secret of
the victory over the pest. By this is
meant the keeping of the fields clear
of litter and rubbish, picaing off the
punctured bolls and burning them,
and exposing as much of the plant to
the sun as possible. This latter la
accomplished by leaving more space
between rows and plants and by
trimming out as much of the plant
as possible to prevent too much
"weed" The farmers genedal'iy appear to have followed the advice cf
the government experts along these
lines. Even the negro armera seem
to have learned that it Is money ia
their pockets t,o keep their fence cor
ners cleaned up so that they will not
afford harboring places for the
weevils.

er

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

15-2-

At
ton,
At
5.

At

7--

At Lincoln

Lincoln,

At Wichita

Wichita, 11; Omaha,

3;

Sioux City,

FULLY

$1,050

3.

EQUIFFFO AT YGUH CC33

1.

STANDING OF THE CLUBS
National League.
Club
New York

Philadelphia
Chicago

Brooklyn
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Boston
Cincinnati

.
.

Won

Lost Pet.

47
41
40
35
34

23
26
34
33
38

..31

41

29
27

41
48

.671
.612
.541
.515
.472
.431
.414

5

Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington

Won

Lost Pet.

54
48

19
29
34

.42

Boston
at. Louis
Detroit

42
36
32
30

New York

'if

Chicago

Western
Denver
Moines

Sioux City

Topeka

.

36
36
50
49
51

League.
Won Lost
52
43
42
41
41
30

.29

24
34
35
35
37
46
45
51

OVERLAND

C3T

:CD?X

Telephone or call arid we will have our demonstrator show you

.SCO

American League.
Club

De

3

LOST Mesh bag on Douglas avenna,
yesterday afternoon. Reward' if reZEPPELIN
LOSES
MONEY
5;
turned to 1015 Douglas avenue.
8.
Berlin, July
Despite the large
;
Phil- subsidies granted by the German government to the Zieppelln company the FOR. RENT Cheap, two four room
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
balance sheet from the last fiscal
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.
year shows a loss of $375,00v, a Bum
American League
Boston Philadelphia,
Bos- representing half the firm's capital.
The loss Is explained by the long list FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
St. Louis St. Louis, 10; Detroit, of disasters that have occurred to the
various war ships planned by the vet307 Eleventh street or Phone Main
eran Count Zeppelin,
,.
176.
f!,- Western League.
Denver Denver, 4; De3 Moines,

.740
.623
.553
.538
.500
.390

Phjne Main 344.

Whalen.

&

Fowler Prc.ps

t3S0
.292

Pet

jy

.684
.558
.545
.539
.526

illllllllsyi lliiil

dyjlll

.395
.392
.362

L....

LrJjIlIolfJIi iiiiibb
'

'CALIFORNIA

t

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1013

country home here. During the day
many messages of greeting were
from friends throughout the
country.

d

DAKOTA RETAIL MERCHANTS
Fargo, N. D., July 8. A large

Los Angeles or San BlciV

--

Special dates, snorter limit
San Francisco k, ,
f f.
Special dates, shorter IhvAt
an Fraocisco one way vi.i
Portland v? C?::irn pn

at-

tendance marked the opening here today of the fifteenth annual convention
of the North Dakota Retail Merchants'
association. The sessions will continue three days and will be devoted
to the discussion of a wide variety o"
Questions relating to the retail-trad-

the Territory, now State of New Mexico, upon
oath, duly sworn, ealt for himself. Oestnxetb
and says, that the above and forcsrotaft statements of the Ite0"rces ivmi Liabilities. Depositors. Interest paid on Depositstimd Dividerds
tho above named hank
paid on Cupital stm-konli., 19! are
at the elose of busier
correct and true.
GOVERNOR
HAYnoW.rre-i'len- i.

0

Cin-

J

CLARKE IMPH0VIN3
Des Moines, la., July 8. The con-- 1 1
J. im, ST&AStNS
ditiou of Governor George C. Claike j
this afternoon. The ?,000 Forest
H. w. Kelly
was repotted at the Methodiat lit FKAKK SPRISOI'K
City stake in which Braden Direct,
DlKHlTUItSi.
pita'i this afternoon as lieina fairly 1
owned by .1. II. Elpass of Denver, set
sworn to before nie this
and
Subscribed
good. ITe passed a very poor eight,
a new reeord for three year old pacers
second day of July A. D. W '.
i
to the aHemlaiif but
inof 2:03
will
divide
last year,
()..) K. S. Ltwts. according
lied somwh?t during the
terest with the three year o'ld trot-tin- s
Notary Public
I
hours.
Der. :,. m 1.
would not come as surprise. A slight
rise in temperature is predicted for

SI1LCOO-0-

1.

At Pittsburgh Pittsburgh,
cinnati, 1.
At Philadelphia Boston,
'
adelphia, 11--

St. Joseph
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
Lincoln
At the close of business June, 30th., 1913
Omaha

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Bonds, Stocks, Warrants. Etc.,...,...
Real Estate Owned
Due from Banks

BASEBALL

National League.
,s,At

Club

It E POUT

on checking

1

i

in August.

-

-

,

"

cenf

accounts.

BANK &
PEOPLES
.
CAPITAL

i

The Canadian membership of the
merican Federation of Labor is about
of the whole
?0,C00, or
membership of that organization.
International labor organizations in
North America number 148, and 99 of
these have affiliated locals in the Dominion of Canada.
All workers in the provision trades
in Victoria, Australia, Including bakers, butchers, confectioners and grocers', have united into one union.
About 5,000 tailors in New York
City? who recently organized as the
International Alteration Tailors' union
have made demands for a new scale
of wages and working conditions.
The postoffice and telegraph employes in Sydney, Australia, have demanded a six hour day for those employed in the general postoffice and
hours for those emsix and one-haployed outside.
About 200 Italian barber3 in Boston who recently went out on strike
with 1.300 I. W. W. barbers, have
pledged themselves to secede from
the I. W. W. organization and conduct
a strike of their own in the near future.
The total
membership of trades
unions throughout the world is estimated1 to be close to 12,000,000. Germany has more members than any
other country. Great Britain comes
second in the list and the United
States third.
Atlanta labor organizations are preparing for the entertainment of the
delegates to the annual convention of
the Amalgamated Sheet Metal Workers' International Alliance, which is
to be held in that city the first week

We pay 4 per cent on savings and 2 per

.

4

h

NEW RECORDS EXPECTED
FORGOT THE ICE EOX
Cleveland, July 8 Several new
New York, July 8. The Crocker records in the second days races of

land expedition which sailed from
bore last Tuesday nignt, forgot its
ice box. Why Arctic explorers want
a refrigerator was a mystery to the
dock hands, ,, who by some mistake
failed to t;et it aboard,- but the chest
was forwarded today to Sydney, C. B.,
where It will be awaiting the ex
- "i of tli I'Sit ,
plorers on T
the latter nart of the wefck.

Better deposit your money on Interest.

538.00
29
Wichita DIE
8.591 .as
S.
Six
persons
Avila, Spain, July
t
Total Resources ...... $186,019.34.
JOHN D. 74 YEARS OLD
died today, 18 other are dying and
... R
liabilities'''
Cleveland,
id"
July 8. John D Rockethe Capital sWck paid to
many" more are seriously ill
$ 30,000.00
feller
entered
upon his. seventy-fitreas
a
near
6.000.00
of
Flores
here
village
Surplus
year today. Mr. Rockefeller passed
sult of eating lamb infected with an- TJnrlividea - Protlts,.less Kipenses and
9,039.38 the
Taxes
day quietly with his family at his
thrax. The meat had been passed as

EAT

fif--

POLICEWOMAN

Statistics show that the percentage of money lost outside of banks ia greater thavi that lost through
itank failures ly over 40 per cent, ami yet people will Btore their money away in
.stockings, bureau
drawers, mattresses, carpets, etc., waiting for the thieves and flames;

DIRECTORS IN PUEBLO
Pueblo, Col., July 8 Eleven directors of the chamber of commerce of
the United States arrived here at
noon today and were entertained by
the local commerce club at luncheon
and taken on an automobile tour of
the city. They left early this afternoon for Salt Lake City.

LABOR

FIVE

HIDDEN MONEY DANGElLGVS

I

La Junta, Col., July 8. The trial
of Mrs. Blanchard and Frank Caldwell for the murder of Mrs. Blanch-ard'- s
husband, Clyde Blanchard, was
opened here today. They are charged with poisoning Blanchard. Selection of a jury is not expected to be
completed before tomorrow afternoon.

lf

ARE:

8, 1913.

BY
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The board of county commissioners
held Its meeting this morning in the
court house.. Regular business vts
discussed, among which the report
of Engineer George Morrison, on the
two bridges that have been constructed, was read and accepted.
These bridges were constructed at
arid at Pecos,
Azul, north
which is located south of here.
The board of commissioners yesterday morning made- a trip to the two
bridges and made their final inspection of them. It proved to be satisfactory. The report of Engineer Morrison said that the bridges were we'll
constructed and would prove to be
substantial ones. These bridges have
been needed for a number of years
and the construction of them means
a great benefit to the near residents
of Azul and Pecos, as well as to the
taxpayers here.
The commissioners aiso reported
that work' "had been started on a
Vllla-nuev-a
bridge, that is to be built at
and that the completion of this
structure is being rapidly pushed
ahead. Vne bridge at Vlllanueva wi'il,
when constructed, be the third bridge
that has been built by,. the commisr
sloners this year. A number of otners
when arrangewill be constructed
ments can be made. This part of tbe
meeting of the morning session was
satisfactory io the commissioners and
all reports on the bridge were moved
accepted.
A resignation was presented the
board from Francisco Garcia, constable of Precinct No. 8. It was accented. No reason was given for tbe
suc
resignation of Mr. Garcia. A
cessor probably, will be appointed in
the near future." Other general business was disposed of, which closed
the session.'
,

JULY

of militant suffragettes burned tfu
country residence of Sir William H.
Lever, founder of Port Sunlight and
chairman of the Liverpool school of
tropical medicine, early this morning.
The mansion Is located at Rivington
KALL
near Horwich, Lancashire. It was not
occupied by the family but contained
valuable paintings and other precious
LIEUTENANT
MACHINE
CALL'S
objects, all of which were consumed.
COLLAPSED 500 FEET IN
THE AIR

KILLED

BY

OPTlfc, TUESDAY";'

"ABSON SQUAD" ACTIVE
Loudtfi?, July 8. An "arson squi"

EV BRIDGES ARE ARMY AVIATOR IS

F. Manger, superintendent of
the Harvey houses from Topeka, Kas.,
to Galveston, Tex., accompanied by
'his ecretary, C. G- Corbett, and Assistant Superintendent E. T. Plow
man, came in last night from Albu
querque for a short business visit In
i
Las Vegas.
Mrs. Maurice Danziger arid' daughter, Alice; accompanied by Mrs. A. H.
Frank of Memphis, Tenn., are expected to arrive here this week. Mrs.
Danziger has been visiting there for were recognized.
several weeks and Mrs. Frank will
J
FLYERS
remain here for the summer as the
Chicago, July: 8. Roy I.JFrancis of
guest of Mrs. Charles Danziger.
Sah Francisco got under way In his
machine
about 2 o'clock, ascending
LIST
LETTER
ADVERTISED
was the
Tietters remaining uncalled, for, for from Clarendon beach. He
starter.
fourth
1913.
the week ending July 5,
Jno E. Baker; Mr. Cook, PhotoJannus Has Accident.
grapher; Miss Agnes Cottam; Dr. J.
City, Ind., July 8. Beck-wit- h
Michigan
A. Fuller, Jr.; Miss Antonia Gallegos;
Haven
completed the first stage
A. C. Hepner; C. P. Hamilton; Sr.
to Detroit hydro- - aeroof
the
Chicago
Antonio J. Lucero; Mr. McDonald;
he arrived here at
when
cruise
Frank McGinty; WUliam Roan; Mr. plane m.
1:44 p.
today. His trip from Chiand Mrs. Clifford Reid; Joe Shelton;
cago was without incident.
Robert Scrutton, Esq.
Jannus broke a propeller when off
When calling for the above please
Gary, Ind. According to reports he
for Advertised Letters,
landed without mishap.
'
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Costumes of the Latest

M

and Approved Material

Make-up- ,

y (-

-

f

.v

i

v

;

,

ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.

.

Take Hall's Family
Pills for consti'
NOTICE.

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
c'mb has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed o hunt or
fish upon this property except mem
bers of tho club, and all persons go
ing there must be prepared to show
a membership card In this organiza
tion. Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.

ih

Ll V

til

PROPER

DEMAND

GORGEOUS EVENING

CARE

429 GRAND AVE.

Are Hardworked Members of the Body
and Deserve Better Treatment
Than They Receive.

fill!!

TIME

I.

Women who spend hours caring for
their hands pay little attention to their
teet They are such hardworked members of the body that they deserve better treatment.
Feet are best kept in condition by
shoes that fit Never economize In
shoe leather, and do not yield to vanity
and get footgear that is too small.
Frequent bathing keeps the feet
from being tired and swollen and It
prevents roughness of the skin that
leads to callous spots.
Water in which a bit of washing
oda has been dissolved is restful. Hot
alt water is equally refreshing, while
a vigorous rubbing with alcohol will
quickly relieve a burning sensation.
Pumice stone, used frequently, keeps
the skin smooth. It Is especially necessary on the heels and on the ball of
the foot, where the weight of the body
rests in walking.
Never cut the nails too short, as they
ore mora likely to become ingrown.
And file them smooth with sandpaper,
o they will not catch and pull the
threads of your stockings.
Occasionally visit a chiropodist. He
will detect any irregularity In the
growth of nails and money and pain

are

Jut'

EAST BOUND
No.

2.

No

4.'.

No
Nd

:45

i

No

M'A

t

7.

No.
No.

.

l '(k

II

9.

8:15
11:05
2:10

10 p. m..
11:05 p. m
2:05 a. m..

.

p. m
BOUND
m
m

WERT
1:20 p.
:10 a.
4:20 p,
:35

m..
m..

p

.

"They say Bill Collie la Tery dissipated."
"Tea; he's going to the men fast"

1,1

1:46

Twenty-fiv- e
years and more ago
every one who had a moment to spare
was making lace from the
rick-racbraid. There were collars
cuffs of rick-racedgings
of rick-racrick-racand even entire overof
dresses for the small daughter made
ii this braid. Within a short time
tho tiny bundles of the braid have
Bgain appeared In the stores, and
i.ave made a strong bid for popularity,
according to the, Newark News. Already one sees some very attractive
ceedlework made with this braid as a
foundation. Bandings of it are .being
tused for trimming wash gowns and
table
morse
pretty
exceptionally
nloilles and runners are edged with
cictt-ractrimming.

i.

VERY

4:30
7:00 r

Aluminum Shower for Bride.
V.lu'lo the bride to whom such n
fjtjcuoa would be helpful ia stl'.l
s'.o-c- f
rr.il and wisely with linen,
or proviwions, even
are apt
iv c tin i honor 1 a'faii
with some new
S!tr3i3avs to ba

giva

,f;t

without losmir their practical
fcharaticr.
For Instance, many brides this year
a
wV.l in fhowercd
ith aluminum
of the crdiisarr kitchen tins and
more
's Th. ) i , of rox.
n
,
te Utn I 'tin h'lowpr, hut it
n
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Newest Handkerchiefs.
are
handkerchiefs
Embroidered
csed more generally than ever before,
and the woman who need not Bpend
hours embroidering shirt waists and
linen dresses will surely find time for
Initialing at least her own handkerchiefs.
Hand hemstitched handkerchiefs of sheer linen can be bought
for 75 cents In a quality worth embroidering. Wreaths, single Initials
or three in a row, or irregular band,
ing of embroidery all around the
handkerchief can bo sisda.

V

(

X

TWO

tained in this city from

ALL GROCEIX.S

Thursday

Secretary.

Wm. P. Mills,

Petten, Secretary. J. E, ROSENWALD
O. of B.

B.

retary
I. O. O.

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

Meets every Monday evening ai
their hall on Sixth street All vigH
to at
lng brethren cordially
F. D. Fries, N. G. : Gur
tend.
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Eiwooo
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer:
C. V. Hed?cock, cemetery trifi?-- 1.

in'-'te- d

&.

Dressmaking; prices rea
sonable. Over York's store.

WANTED

WANTED

Reliable girl of good mo
rals for housework. No other need
apply. ' 1054 Seventh street.

WANTED Competent
stenographer
and office clerk Answer In own
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.

For Sale
All household furniture.
Fourth .street.

FOR, SALE
902

FOR SALE Brass bed, Bprings, chif
fonier, kitchen cupboard and other
furniture. 1113 Eleventh street.
FOR SALE Blast forge, anvil, crow
bars, pulley blocks, scaffolding
1020 National avenue.
blocks.

George H. Hunker Chester A, H
p. O. ELKS Meet second and
Attorneya-t-Lafourth Tuesday evening of eacb Las
New
Vegas.
month Elks home on Ninth itrea
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersarDENTISTS
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
Rxalted Ruler; D. W. ConMlllB,
J.
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
don. Secretary
Dentist
COUNKNIGMTS OF COLUMBUS,
Dental work of any description
aeoond and moderate prices.
CIL NO. 804. Meet
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall, Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
Pioneer building.
Visiting memEast Las Vegas, R M.
ber are cordially Invited'. Richard
TJevln. G. K.; Frank Angel, t. S.
Professional Health Culture for Ladlo
MR8. OLLIE 8HEARER
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
EL
General Massage, Hair and Scan
KNIGHTS OF PY Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicur
Plaza Hotel.
TH I AS Meets ev
3:30 p. n
eryv Monday evea Office hours 1:30 p. m. to
Hail
in
Castle
!ng
Knignti
Visiting
are cordially invit
Cure for Stomach Trouble
i
ti. Chas Llebaca Surprising
When you have trouble with your
Chancelloi stomach or chronic constipation, don't
aer,
v
Commander. Harry Imagine that your case ie beyond help
to give
ry Martin, Keeper of Records anc just because your doctor fails
Mrs. G. Stengle, PlainfieM,
relief.
you
Seal.

B.

W

si

FOR SALE Pigs at $2.50 and $3 de
livered in Las Vegas. Harry Manrice, Sapello, N. M.

CRYSTAL

iE

I

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
.....25c
1000 to 2000 lb3, each delivery
per 100 lbs
40c
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
per 100 lbs
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

For Rent

health
White

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

on

1200

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
2,000

lbs., or More,

Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

AG
Harvesters,

U A

lb.

20c per 100

Each Del very

1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

Ibi.
lbs.
lbs.
...40c per
;.50c per 100 Ibi.

...25c per

30c per

100
100
100

PURA COUP ANY

Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purttj
ol Which Have Made Las Vega Famoua.

lasting Qualities

i

OFFICE

VIEWS

701

DOUGLAS AVENUE

N. J., writes, "For over a month past

1

I

have been troubled with my

stom-

ach. Everything I ate upset it terribly. One of Chamberlain's advertising booklets came to me. After .reading a few of the letters from people
who had been cured by Chamb?rl?in's
Tablets, I decided to try them. I have
s
of a pack
taken nearly
age of them and can now eat almost
everything that I want." For sale by
ail dealers. Adv.

ANT Ads
Are lest'

three-fourth-

RHEUMATISM

She

I

just love a good

skate-H-

Yes,
would, too, if it wasn't
'or the morning after.
I

EMPRESS
ob-

fourth
'
month

eupe-ciall-

Adv.

Y

LING) FINISH

can be

.an

OBEY THAT IMPULSE

(STER-

Xx,

8.

Instead of the daily torment of
weak back, backache, sore kidneys,
swollen joints and rheumatism, obey
that imulse to take Foley Kidney Pills.
with nature, which
They
Mrs. Jones She thinks her husband accounts for their su6cess in all kidIs perfection, and yet she watches him ney and bladder disorders. They are
strengthening and tonic.
healing,
like a hawk.
and give
Mrs. Smith I reckon she thinks Obey that impulse today
them a chance to help your. O. G.
ne'B too good to be true.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

FRENCH-GRE-

Meets eecono mi
m
evening
VUitl
ai W O
brothers cordially invited. HowanS
J. Thornhill,
T. Davis, Dictator;

A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE

LODGE NO. Ml
Meets every flrat
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the vestry
"KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- - rooms of Temple Montefiore at t
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
,iar conclave iec d Tues-daIsaac
Appoi
in pAch month at Mar
cordially 'fnvtted
aonlc Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
President: Charlet Oreenclay. Se
M., H. 8

FOR RENT Five room cottage
Mil. Phone' Purple 5301.

SILVER

-

MAIN

FOR RENT No
seekers need apply. Call
Kitchen.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS

An evening gown of yellow satin
with lace tunic and drapery of beads.
Trimming of yellow and orange

REGULAR DINNERS
HLE ALWAYS HANDLED

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 P. m. In MmosIo Temple, Love at Woodmen of tha Worlfl
Mr. J. O. Rutledx Wortly Mahall, on the second and fourth
Mondays of each month at Sp. ft
tron; Urt, Asnei Tripp, Secretary.
C. II Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
329.
Italm
Telephone
WANTED Large ice hox suitable
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local
for .two or three quarters of beef. FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
uty. Visiting members are
Adrress Major L. W. Tifeld.
welcome and cordially inviv
102 Meoa every Monday night at
ed.
O. R. C Hall, on Dougla
avenue.at
WANTED Carpenters and painters;
8 o'clock.
Vlsiilng members are
union wages; ooard $5.50 per week,
cordially welooma J. C. Wertz,
ATTOKNflYH
V.
you furnish your own bedding.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
B. Carson, Dawson, N. M.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
'
HUNKER A HUNKER
NUMBER,

ROOMS

FLOUR realk is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
l

2,

M.

vited.

'

1

FLOUR

;.

CLASSIFIED

FOR RENT Furnished or unfurnish
modern conveniences.
ed house;
Apply 102G Eighth street. '

EMPRESS

k

A

I.

LIKELY

This elegant Rogers'
.rK Oliver poon
-- if you use

lis

FOR

RATES

fi:15

It 's giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do hny
way when you
learn how Much
Belter EMPRESS

D

Regular communication first and
third Thursday In
each month. Vliltlng
brothers cordially In-

v
p.

LODGE NO.
A.

SALE Perry Onion will sei
you 25 pounds of rhubard for fl.

For YO u

Braid.

k

CHAPMAN

It

COLU

Bepn
:

8.
id

No.

-

FOR

Arnvt- -

saved.

Rick-Rac-

j.

HER. MAN

N. O.

SHORT ORDERS AN

THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN

HANSFORD

NOTICE.

GOWN.

AND CAFE

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

OPTIC'S

'I

y

I

a?e OPTIC

IBM

Five cents oer line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
er
loeksmif
er
"Lemme un'stan'. Is
All
advertisements charged
man dat knows all 'bout how ter open lines
will be booked at space actually set
ail kin's er locks?"
'Co'se he 13."
without regard to number of words.
Klnkel, E. C; Chas. Tamme,
'Weil, I dunno how 'tis, but I sho'ly Cash in advince preferred.
see It."
"What did you done see?'
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. I, ROY
"Er loeksmif down in de mahket a-AL ARCH MASONS Regrlar con
)uyin' his chickens."
i
vocation first Monday In
each month at M&sonlc
VERY SICK.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

The Deep Lake Hunting and
club has leased the lake known
as the Deep 'iake, which Is located
south of the La Jara lake of this
group of Kroenlg's lakes of the Ten
Lakes Land company. No person will
be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
property except members of the club,
and all persons going there must be
The skirt has a shaped edge' to prepared to show a membership card
TO
PL
right front, which Is laid on the left in this organization. Otherwise they
and
buttons
In a wrapped seam;
loops will be arrested for trespassing.
trim the upper part, and a material THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
"Husband, were you really vlsitln
panel is let in at foot
FISHING CLUB.
a friend last night?"
and
collar
a
has
bodice
The,
large
"I was."
small revers of purple satin, these
"And was he really sick?"
W7hen the baby Is suffering the
turn back from a vest of finely tacked
"He was; and no wonder. He nevaffliction of hot weather and
net; buttons and a lace rrui mm ine
the remedy needed Is Mo er won a pot."
disorders,
front.
GEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the
The lower part of sleeve has the feverish condition, corrects the stom
CAREER
DOWNWARD
fulness set under the upper In flat ach and checks looseness of the bowpleats; the cuffs are deep and shaped els. Price 25c and 50c per bottle
In a point at upper edge.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Hat of purple Tagel, trlmped with
a rope of small flowers.
Materials required: B yards serge,
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
46 inches wide,
yard satin 20 Inches
AMD
wide,
yard tuclied net 18 Inches
SIGN PAINTING
yard lace for front
wide, 7 buttons,

Walking Costume. For this no
material la better suited than face
eloth; any color would look weU.
The skirt Is quite plain and la cut a
mart length.
The coat has a deep basque; a pat-n- t
leather belt hides the join where
it is set to the upper part: the fronts
of this are laid on with, yrrappea
large
earns; embroidery trims th
collar, which is of material, and la
ut In points at front; below, these
two buttons are sewn.
Hat of satin to match, trimmed with
feather mount.
Materials required: 5 yards cloth
48 Inches wide, 1 dozen yards braid,
yards silk or satin for lining coat
Smart Dress. Navy serge of very
ne qua'lty is selected here.
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tkm of the country than a!l other disHIS COMPREHENSION.
eases put together, and until the last BEYOND
few years was supposed to be Incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced It a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treatment, pronounced It Incurable. Science has proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken internally in doses
from It) drops to a teaspoonful. It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer j
one Hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To-

Too Much of a Change-Nel- l
Isn't Alice soon going to mar-

ry

AND

ten-cen-

Classified ada. search' out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing t worth most.

THE HEART

Don't overlook, the grave fact that
rheumatism easily "settles in the
heart," and disturbs the valvular action. The cure consists In removing
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
up and strengthen the kidneys that
they keep the blood free of poisons
,
and uric acid crystals, that cause1
swollen joints, backache, urinary irregularities and disturbed heart
action. Try them. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
rheu-uatism-

Jack?

Belle I don't know. She says she
aates to give up the $1." stows for
t
the
motion pictura

Market Finders

Subscribe for The Optic.

i

That property rou want to sell 1 WORTH MOST iO a&jaaos
hear
would aover
who reads the ads. in this nsrvspaper and
here.
were
advertised
it
unless
your property

Other, who read and ant er ads. in this newipaper want tai
are annous to pay msh for) books, automobiles, usnd machiaary
and furniture, arttcina of wte'nlaea of any sort, and musical v
trumeuts.
'

Aa the claosifled ads, ar read bj ail possible buye'.a, of all
ltile aorta of thiagu, they have coma to be findera of th bet
keljs.
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When a new bridge is needed, a road must be repaired, a courthouse is to be built,
where does the money come from? Do the mail order houses pay it? Hardly. They will
not even send a contribution to help buy a bell for the new church or to help a Fourth
of July Celebration. They pay no taxes in this town, and they are not concerned in its
prosperity.

O
(

This town must be supported by its residents and those who live in the immediate
vicinity. If they insist on sending their money away then they are helping to kill
their town, and they are making it harder for them to pay the taxes necessary to
maintain local government and to make local improvements.

O

You owe something to yourself, and you owe something to your neighbors. You
can help yourself by helping your neighbors. You can't injure your neighbors with-

out injuring yourself. When you send money to mail order houses you are hurting
your town, your neighbors and yourself.

Spend Your .Money
Vhere You
ell"
TQ)
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Good For These Hot
Days
Sunshine Specialties Such as
Brandy wine Crackers

Hydrox Crackers

Veronique Crackers
London Biscuits

Perfettcs
Clover Leaf

Philopena
Citrus Biscuits

"

Homer F. Baker of Trinidad, Oo'i.,
is here on a several days business

LOCAL NEWS

;

TUESDAY, JULY 8, 1913.

dPfiCi

For This Week

visit.

The Trumbull bowling team last
Light automobile lamps at S:04 night at. the Elks' alleys defeated the
o'clock this evening.
Anient team by 40 pins in a close and
fast game. A number of sharks apTry 'a rUram ot oia Tyior
peared on the scene during the evenat fie Opera Bar. Adv.
ing and everybody showed class.

seeking articles

ture

,

The Elks will be fuests at an inThe final instruction drill of Comformal dance at the club house on
pany. H, First infantry, wil'i be held
"Thursday evening.
tonight at the armory. All members
who Intend to be at the camp this
R. T. Campbell of the Las Vegas
yes.r will take notice of this drill and
Mercantile company, cut his hand sebe at the armory promptly as ' ail
verely last night and will be unable those who do not appear will not be
to work for eome time.
allowed to accompany the company
to Camp McDonald this, month. All
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, ag!
arrangements have practically been
In wood. Direct from the distillery
completed at the camp and everything
to you. At the liobby, of course.
is ready for the opening, which wib
Adv. occur
July 15. Lieutenant Rosell
from Fort Bliss will represent the
The two&tMy meeting ot the board
United States army here during the
of directors df the Commercial club
encampment and will act as instructwill be held 4onight at the club. All
or for the entire militia. Lieutenant
members are requested to be
Rosell haicl charge of the camp last
year and is well known by all the

Steams Store
AIN WAGON.
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Gross, Kellyj& Co.
Sole Agents
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE

.

JUDGE EICIURBSON

AND RETAIL

fruit of Main

Phono Main it 1

I

Several of the merchants left their
places of business yesterday afternoon to attend the lecture.

MONEY TO LOAN
We are prepared to make first! mortgage loans on,. Las Vegas real
estate. No "Red Tf.pe." Loans handled promptly and carefully.

Why not invest your: money In Las Vegas Teal estate at present
prices? We can show you some bargains that are bound to make
yon good money .if you "will take advantage of them.
A

FEW GOOD HOUSES FOR RENT.

The Investment and Agency Corporation'!
X5EO. .A. FLEMING,

Main 40.,

Prest. and
" 'V'-- ;

The lecture yesterday afternoon iby
AND 80SI7ELL FRUIT
Miss Ida Kruse McFarlane of Denver
was 'delightful and well attended.
Mrs. McFarlane talked on the works
of W. G. Wells. There will be an- JURIST HERE TODAY HAS MANY
THINGS TO SAY ABOUT FRUIT
other lecture this afternoon and it
will without doubt be well attended.
THERE

The funeral of Roscoe Karl fatrick
held yesterday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock from the residerje of the
mother's parents on Kora avenue.
The infant was the 4on of Mrs. J. J.
Patrick Floyd an 4- - died at Santa Fe
last Saturday morning. The body arrived in La's Vegas Sunday. Rev. J.
M. Imhof officiated at the services.
Interment was tin Odd Fellows

waB

M

'"'',lil3

Llnco'm

Avenue.

W. R,

who was arrested
by the Santa Fe

last Sunday evening

Groceries," Heats, Bread; Cakes, Fruits.
tables, Otc, call at

Vege-

'
;

THE HOME OF TOE BEST

OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

OR PHONE MAIN
THE CHAAF

C--

16-1-

7

IIAY17ARD GO.

or

1

WE

officer, yesterday afternoon appeared
before Justice Garcia on ihe West
side to answer a charge brought
against him for toting a gun. He
pleaded guilty and was sentenced to
serve 90 days in thq
jail and
to pay a flue. Both the sentence and
fine were suspended by the justice
and Stevens was allowed to leave the
city, being relieved first, tiowever, of
his gun.

During the past few nays, which
have been the warmest known here
for several years for the month of
July, the city sprinkling wagon has
been off the job on account of being
In the blacksmith shop for
repairs.
The fire chief said this morning that
the wagon would probably be working
again tomorrow and that the reason
for the wagon not being on the streets
was on account of the wagon badly
needing repairs and not for the reason that the various business men
had not been paying for the sprinkThe fire boys will toling service.
morrow visit all the business houses
and arrange the matter of the col
lection of the. sprinkling fund?,

"

85c for
Bags.
$1.35

for 2

Wa:er

size

al. tize Water

Bags.
$1.85

for

623 - 623

size Water

Bags.

loc for 25c Screen Door Sets.
for
Camp Stoves,
worth $l.u0.
$1.50 for
Camp Stoves,
worth $2.
15c for all sizes '25c stove
Pipe and Elbows.
15c for 25c large Glass Lemon Extractors.
$1.25. for $1.75
Combinette
White Enameled.
10c for 25c Folding Curling
Irons.

Douglas Ave

$1

BUY Ail AUTO DELIVERY WAGON
Inuurea Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expense

means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, leliable in operation , cheaper than horse power

Quick delivery
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NOTICE

Tomorrow evenmg at 8 o'clock the
Rev. William M. Runyan will preach
at the union meeting which will be
held in the Methodist church. This
will be his first appearance as the
leader of the union revival meetings.
Let Las Vegas greet him with a large
audience.
It is said of Rev. Mr. Runyan that
ho avoids all vulgarity and sensationalism which are the chief attractions
of so many evangelists. He preaches
a Gospel of Love and is sweet spirited and Christ like in his labors. All
classes hear, him with pleasure and
profit and he is especially commended
by the intellectual classes who are repulsed by the crude theology and revolting methods of so many

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY,

v:: is, MADE FRjOM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER
f SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMER Y Co i
I

"

Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave orders at Murpbey's or Plaza hotel.
RUSSIA'S
A cablegram

WHEAT CROP
dated July 3, 1913,
from the International Institute of
Agriculture, Rome, Italy, which has
been receiced by the United States

he

fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits in Season

quarters

.

known.

Judge Richardson said in regard to
his official ' duties as judge, he has
already disposed in one round of his
district over 1S0 cases.
He will go to Clovls from Las Ve- 3
gas, where the court will open July
s
10.
From there he will go to
where an Important Irrigation
case wlllbe tried and then return to
his home at JJoswpll.

I

STIMWMES

AND

CHERRIES EVERY DAY
;

Por-tale-

1

iJT

i.B. BOUCHER
PHONE .'JAIN 1 and 21

Igenls

CRYSTAL BUTTER

"HARVEY'S"

TIIE BEST THAT
CAN BE MADE

The Optic.
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Raynolds, President.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
Dans, vice President
H. Eile Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Raynolds,

Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
np LAS VEGAS.

V

Capital,

$100,000

N

M

-

'

Surplus, and Undivided Pkohits 835.000

Our

Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

interest Paid on

BAKERY GOODS

for

and

any part of the house is substantially constructed,
honestly pr ced

POMLAWWECOM.

department of agriculture, states that
in European Russia this year's" win
ter wheat crop is estimated1 as 277,- 083,000 bushels, or 13.8 per cent more
than last year's production, and the
G. A. Richardson, judge of the Fifth wintre rye crop 917,108,000
bushels,
judicial distrist of New Mexico, arriv- or 8.9 per cent less than last year's
ed, last night to attend the monthly production.
meeting of the state asylum board of
which he is a member.
Judge Richardson said this morning
that the conditions over the state re
latlve to good prospects for crops
were excellent.Concerning his home city Judp;e
Richardson baid that on one orchard
in the vicinity of Roswell over 40 cars
of peaches would be shipped to New
York this year.
This orchard is owned by the Tracy
McLenelhan Company. It consists of
90 acres with some 65 acres
bearing
fruit this year. The shipment this
year Will go to an Italian fruit dealer
in New York, who, realizing that the
fruit grown in New Mexico is first
class, has ordered all that the com
pany can furnish.
d- We cure
The present prospects show that
about 500 cars of apples will be ship
for
ped to eastern points, according to
Judge Richard son. Also about 300 j
cars of canteloupes will be shipped
east.
Roswell is known to be a fruit
country but this year it promises to
be the most prosperous year ever"

'Su'tt'Tihfi
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pe-the-re

GOAL AMD.

comfort

of

will find this a choice
ancl safe place to buy
choice because it affords
such wide selection, safe
because everything for

SOUTH AFRICAN

e

THE OLD RELIABLE

"

TRADE

men.

Toarfght :at the Y. M. C. A. the Business Men tand the Seniors will roll
their third game of boxball. Ail memDespiee the hard times and other
bers of both teams are requetsed to affniis ?that usually keep the taxpayers
be preeut :at 7:30 o'clock.
back in their payments, the report for
the year of 1912 shows a remarkably-largR. W. Smith, who has the contract
collection. The total collections
for the cement work at the Castle amounted to the sum of $165,542.79 be
school, started wont this morning, ing 73 per cent of the taxes of 19.12,
The work on the school Is advancing and have been collected since October
nicely and will be finished by the 3, the date of receipt No. 1 for that
time school takes up in the falL
year. This is an excellent record and
considering all things, Is one of the
John Edwards, who was arrested best in
the state. In smaller counties
last Friday on the charge of robbing the collections have
probably been
the Frank residence, was yesterday
but consideration must be tak
larger
afternoon brought before Justice
en with these counties that they have
Mares to face a charge of gambling.
a small population and also have no
He was bound over to the grand jury
grants to hinder the collections. Hard
tor rtrial.
times show no effect as yet with San
Thomas Lamb, local agent Sar tfhe Miguel county and it is hoped fiat
Denver Times, wishes to announoe to they will not take effect.
liis subscribers that after Aaigust 1,
there will be a change in tie price ml
Grading was started n Eleventh
Km paper, the price that it now sells and Twelfth streets and the streets
at is 10 cents a week or 45 cents a adjoining today and when completed
month, the price after AsguKt 1 will will be a big improvement, 'tol the
be .15 cents a week or
cents a ftfity. Seventh, and Eighth streets
month.
have been graded and there remains
but a few more plaoea to be fixed
The Order of Odd Fellows tileoted before the city streets are in good
flip foJiowliug officers at .the last condition as far as good1 streets are
meeting: Noble grand, Frank Fries; concerned. Through the efforts of
viae grand, John Frldenstein; secre Park Commissioner F. O. Blood the
tory, 'T. M. Elwood; tremtrer, Kari park situated on Grand avenue, known
Wertz; representative pf the grand as the Diamond park on account of
lodge, A. T. Rogers, Sr. The instal- its shape, is being repaired by the
lation of officers will toccur mext city authorities. Grass has been planted and is rapidly shoot from the
Monday evening. ,
jground and the general appearance
A.
Maxwell
With proper
Toffler, millionaire has been improved.
Paris banker, passed through Las care this park in a few years should
Vegas last night on his way east. Mr. cool and pretty resting' place for
Toffler has been In San Francisco,
will in time make the park a
where he has large real estate hold-tag- cool and pdetty resting place for peHe goes direct to New 'York, destrians and a great improvement
where he sails for his home in (Paris. to the city as a park.
He was accompanied by his eecre-tary- ,
& young American, Peter F.

of furni-

beauty for the new home

.

They Take the Place of Cake

THE NEWLY WEDDED PAIR

HUE DEPARTMENT

IN

NEED OF EQUIPMENT
ORGANIZATION HAS NO FUNDS,
HOWEVER, TO MAKE NEW
PURCHASES
At the regular meeting of the East
Last Vegas fire department last night
inventory of the equipment was taken
and It was found it would be necessary that 600 feet of hose bo .purchas-

ed.

-.

,

Three hundred and fifty' feet is necessary to replace the worn out hose
on the wagon and 259 feet for reserve.
The fire plugs are far apart that it is
impossible, to' lay two lines of hose
with the present equipment.
Besides the bono, it 'will be necessary to purchase more fire axes, as
two were lost at the fire Saturday
The department finds that
morning.
theB articles are necesBary to the
equipment and must be purchased out
of the street sprinkling funds, as fie
city treasury is not in a condition to

TL--n

Deposits

pay ,for them. The department's own
fund, which is derived from the annual dance, is exhausted as the last
articles purchased were paid for fromit. The members of the department
are anxious that the merchants and
property owners, who own property in
the sprinkling district, shall contribute more generously toward the
maintenance of the department. The
department asks no pay for its services but It is: necessary that the merchants and property owners contribute toward supporting it.
A committee from the
department
will visit the merchants and property
owners tomorrow in egards to incras-in- g
the fund. The lack of equipment
was shown Saturday night when the
hose burst and the department bein
unable to law two lines of hose.
NEGRO B. Y. P. U. MEETING

Savannah, G a., July 8. Five hun- dred delegtes representing
many
states are attending the eighth an- nual convention o fthe negro branch
of the Baptist Young People's
union,
which convened In this city
today.
will adjourn Sunday
night.
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